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INTRODUCTION

For twenty sears this set les of Clinic s has explored nearly every aspect of
library automation Telecommunications has often been mentioned at
these Clinics because automation projects of any scope nearly always
involve pieces of computer equipment separated by more than a few feet.
Whether the application is utaloging, public access, reference, of interli-
brary loan, wmunuanon nnes ate usually an inescapable part of tit(
system

In the past few years it has been muc h hartler to think of telewmmuni-
canons as something tacked onto a completed system design. Partly this
arises from new technology such as (Met optics, intelligent terminals,
(le( tronic mail, and packet switching and partly it arises from a greatly
changed business climate New forms of business such as value added
networks, spec ialized common carriers and the entire giant Interconnect
industry ha'e created so many new ways of accomplishing telecommuni-
cations tasks that the selection of the best way has become exceedingly
difficult. And, of course, a complex situation was made simply chaotic
w ith the diyestiture of the Bell System in January of 1981

While the (bye-suture of the Bell System and rapidly changing tele-
«immun a at ions tcc hnology have had great impac t on the entire business
community, our concern he e is with their impact on libraries. As Joseph
Ford Makes clear in his paper, libraries made up only about 0 5% of the
pin ate line rey emir of the old Bell System and thus libraries do not have
,Agni fic ant clout in the marketpla«. 1.«inomu relief may ultimately come
Isom technological adyan«'s but in the short tun, legislative relief is the
answei



2 J.L DITILBISS

Many readers of this book will undoubtedly feel that the nuts an,' bolts
of telecommunications technology are someone else's responsibility, a

sieve that w as certainly valid when all telecommunications services and
products came from a single supplier, the Bell System Today, even small
library systems have telephone lines, modems, terminals, and computers,
all from different suppliers. In this situation, the failure of the system can
generate an orgy of finger pointing unless the system user has some
understanding of the consuarent parts. In her paper, Debby Conrad makes
a persuasne case that a librarian can master the details that spell the
difference between a shaky system and an e'onornical, smoothly running
system.

In his paper, Richard Boss stresses that comwting turnkey systems
cannot be truly compared unless the assoc iated telecommunications costs
are included. (The system with aw lowest initial cost may require heavy,
continuing telecommunications expenditures.) For any system that
extends beyond a single building, the con figuration options arc numerous
and will probably be more numerous next year. The issue is complex, of
extreme economic significance and is very capably addressed by Boss

Finally. there are certain to be cases where libraries feel they must have
outside technical assistance in reaching a telecommunications decision
Rodney Perry has been in that position and ;n his paper sets forth very clear
guidelines :or deciding on the desireability of using a «insultant, c hoosing
a consultant and working with a consultant

J I. DIVII.BISS
Editor
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Exmnc Dirani
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Making Sense of New Technology and
New Legislation

Introduction

I would like to disc uss what I bel le% c to be 011( Of the c ritual issues of We
1980s hn Illn a lies I hanks to Dean (,harks Davis and Professor j

1)i% ilbiss ci the I'm% ersitl, of Illinois (;iaduate School of Iabiar and
In foimation So win e fon icintifNing the ISSI and de% eloping this Clinic

As I saul, otnmttnI( may 1w the key technual and
«nunnu issue of the 1980s for libiaries No °Mei resource at our disposal
hallei,ges us so much to make goocl decisionsind no other issue will

lew and (nu ego] is if %,e do wll, nor punish us so mu( h 1f we fail to ac t
I he tl( orninunic ations lsoun (s we use hal e allowed us to deNolop

intic h of the Miran, data pro«.ssing use and rely on Yet, In another
sense, mut h of the ,ele«nnintinu mums plant, on fac limes that we us(, 111!
[he 11,1(1111011,11 (0111(1 %%11(S-0f 1111111(1 (dp,i(111, but 'wilily unlimited
disti 'billion I Nino all, hinalies ha% e leased tins capacitN and created
)I ate netwonks that link us togethei, mom bran( h loc ,111011S, and to the

bibliogta)hic utilities tele«nniminio ations also II ludes Mc use
of the Value -added pa( ket-sw ito lung nctwonks stu h as I demi (Geneial
I el(1)hone I lee nom( s 1, I 'nine( (Unitd I elecom (Annnitinications)ind
1 %milli ( fustian. ), Ion dialing into infounation ser% u es slat h as
Dialog and Bibliogi twin( Retrie% al SeiN esmd to a lessei tent into
0( on between inch% idual 111)1,11105 01 branch locations

In the last ten %ems, binaries halve become dependent on tele«munti-
mo mums, pal tit tilail leascol-hrw dedicated ciu tuts, is adapted

soti.«.-shai mg teo linologl, to Idiom technical and public seivicc.s
11hile tie haNe leained t01eIl 011 ((haul kinds 0t seiN1ce 1:011101111(1(10111-
11111111(01101h 111,11 111(111SIIN has 1We11 101 a W0101111(1
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4 JOSEPH FORD

c hange in its structure, and in the types of telecommunications products
and iervices it offers its consumers. The evidence of coming change has
been appaient for s?veral years, perhaps even longer to industry experts.
Nc v the change is upon us, and it is apparent that much of what we rely on
today will be changed dramatically in the near future, perhaps in the next
two or three years. Much change has already occurred, but even more
profound developments are coming.

Bases of Change

I believe we can name three major reasons for the changes now
underway. They are (1) the divestiture of AT&T, (2) the development of
telecommunications and computer technology, and (3) the emergence of
competition in the telecommunications industry.

These three forces are interlinked. It is difficult to differentiate
between themas with all very large-scale changes, many details and
forces merge or blend with one another. The emergence of competition is
clearly related to the AT&T divestiture, for example.

Background of the AT&T Divestiture

As we are aware, the old monolithic American Telephone and Tele-
graph Company (AT&T) has been changed unalterably. Since 1 January
1984, we have had a new AT&T, which retains some portions of the old
predivestiture AT&T such as the Long Lines Division (now called AT&T
Communications), and equipment salts (now called AT &T Information
Systems). Gone from the AT&T family, however, are the old local operat-
ing companies such as Illinois Bell and Chesapeake and Potomac Tele-
phone Company. The AT&T local operating companies ha "e been
divested and are now organized into seven regional holding companies
These regional holding companiesNYNEX, Bcll South, Bell Atlantic,
Ameritech, Pacific Telesis, Southwestern Bell, and U S. Westare still in
the telecommunications game In addition, there are approximately 1500
other local telephone companies in this country.

Despite the apparent sudder ness of the divestiture, it did not spring
out sudden') on 1 January 1984. In fact, there is a thirty-five year history of
Federal actions, primarily brought by the U.S Department of Justice,
wh lc h led toward the zlivestiture. Some of the critical dates in this chronol-
ogy are 1949, 1956 (when AT&T agreed to a Final Judgement that pre-
( 'tided it panic ipat.on in computer sales, among other things); 1969 and
1974 when one or another proceeding was introduced into court against
AT&T, of an ATI competitor was upheld in seeking ace ess to AT&T
markets in 1982, AT&T and the Department of Justice announced an

10



NEW TECHNOLOGY AND NEU' LEGISLATION 5

out -of -coin. sentement it. which AT&T would accomplish the complex
mulct taking of do iding its assets, and becoming eight completely separate
organizations

It is important to note that with AT&T divested of its former mono-
lithic strut ture, we now have a much more competitive marketplace, with
mot e «mipanies offering service Indeed, some of the forraer AT&T operat-
ing companies have announced their entry into markets formerly denied to
them bt % irtue of *he Final Judgement of 1956. In addition to the divested
A F&T companies, the new AT&T and the other telecommunications
companies such as MCI have all been engaged in developing and market-
ing products and services which it is hoped will benefit the users. With this
competition has wine substantial technical, economic and regulatory
c hange. We can expcc t, furthermore, the rate of change to accelerate in the
future

Technical Aspects of Telecommunications Change

Let us look at the tec hnology of library telecommunications. In one
tec brutal sense, much of what we use in the library community might he
c ailed POTSPlain Old Telephone Service. It is not universally true, but
most of the libiary telecommunications environment is oriented around
% owe- grade, copper -wise plant, particularly it local exchanges.

Telecommunications switches, the devices that link individual sub-
s( rilxrs' Imes to complete erher local or long-distance calls, have become
mote sophisticated as they hate been computerized. In this country,
whether the plant is fully computerized or not, the fat dines work together
t. .n, % t iy well Nevertheless, much of the present local-exchange tele-
phone tec hnology is low-speed, voice-grade, low-technology telephone
sert ice Consider th:q the device which links many computer devices to
telephone lineshe modulator-demodulator, or "modem"is needed to
emit or receive tones in the range of human hearing that the telephone
system has been designed to support While our c omr uter devices use
binary (or digital) codes which offer very high transmission capacity,
muc h of the telecommunications system still uses analog techniques and
facilities which are inherently of lower capacity.

A c i it ic al economic and regulatory fa( tot for libraries is that this type
of voice - grade ser% ice is about to he affected drastically by new tariff
sum tines which may double library telecommunications expenses in the
next two t eats or sooner The reasons for these new prie strut tures are
many and vatted, but the mum: ; v thrust of inc reased prices for the type of

onimuuc aeons binaries ise comes from the loc a; telephone compan-
ies, those that ()pate and maintain local telephone ciic hanges and lines
The local exc hange companies ( hum, perhaps with some Justification,

11



JOSEPH FORD

that their costs have always becn lghei arm the prices they had u' pay, but
that in the past they had subsidies from the long- distance services to pay for
Inc al defer its The breakup of the monolithic Bell System effectively termi-
nated the cross-subsidization of local service. The subject of the Bell
breakup is important to our discussion of economics in library telecom-
munications, and I will return to this later.

First, let us look at what the inture may offer in telecommunications
technology. In the early 1980s, a European telecommunicae .ns standards
group called CCITTConsultative Committee on Inte national Tele-
phone and Telegraphput forward a concept of a completely digital
telecommunications system. That is, the CCITT proposed that virtually
all long-distance telecommunications transmission and reception would
be in a binary digital code. If telephone sery ice is called PUTS, this might
be termed PANSPeculiar arid Novel Services. The concept that CCITT
put forward is being called ISDNIntegrated Services Digital Network.
ISDN would have an enormous capacity, and by digitizing all transmis-
sion, could mix voice, computer data and video in a single switching and
camel package. The standards necessary for the adoption of ISDN are in
preparation, and they are expected to be completed by the end of 1984.
Some ISDN-compatible terminal equipment may be available by 1986
When ISDN becomes comra rally available to end users, we will have
enormous te'lec ommtinu at capabilities whir h will terminate wherever
there is suffic lent demand

Let us understand, ii9wever, that the costs for an ISDN conversion will
also be (nor mous We should also understand that the library community
is a %cry small part of the total telecommunications market, and that very
high-capae ity telecommunications facilities will he difficult to justify for
many of us That is to say, there are sevei e-onomn issues we face.

Telecommunication Futures: Economic

Feonomaally, there are literally billions of dollars Invoked Inc urrent
telecommunn anons products and services AT&T estimates that it, pin-
y ate line business in 1983 alone was $2.14 billion. The librar} Donlon was
esnmated at less than $10 million, or something under 0 5 percent. Dr.
Walter Bolter, the American Library Assoc ninon's consultant on telecom-
municatios issues, once noted that libraries' use of private -line service
was so slight a portion of AT& total pi ate line business that our
payments could disappear from an AT& I f mam nd teport as a rounding
error.

Clearh, library telecommunications, whether leased-line or value-
added netwol, repiesents only a frac non of the total tele«immunn
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market In r an respects, however, our use of tele( ommunications cannot
be Judged Oil , onomic grounds alone, because our uses transcend purely
ecoramoc issues. But, as providers of infotmation, libraries' activities
which depend on telecommunications will be captiv's of higher p ces.

I have already discussed the potential impact of proposed new tariffs
for our type of private-line service With local telephone loops increasing
in pin e by as much as 400 percent in some states, and with the cost of new,
high-speed technology likely to be vet y expensive, we should be asking
°lastly some critical questions. How can we ?claw? How can we con-
tinue to provide service 1..-1 the face of very large p--ce increases? How can we
adapt to services which will be very capital-intensive, and whose costs will
exceed our capabilities to pay?

I believe we will adapt to new telecommunications by entering into
( reative tec hnical partnerships, by looking to stronger institutional ties,
and by taking advantage of shared activities.

Telecommunications Future: Technical

Let me share with you some probable developments in telecommuni-
cations which will affect all of us. These ideas are not a prognostication,
but a simple description of probable future technology.

In the Integrated Services Digital Network environment, all telecom-
munications will be digital, using various transmission media. Such tele-
communications standards as AT&T's T-1 carrier will travel by

mixed-medium, mixed-architectuie transmission channels. Probabie
choices for the telecommunications architecture include digital micro-
wave radio, satellite, coaxial cable, and light-guide fiber optics. Significant
problems remain to be solved, however, before any higher-speed commu-
nications can be implemented at the local exchange level.

As we noted earlier, muc h of the local telecommunications plant is not
capable of high-speed transmission. The problem of moving data from
hill) locations to end users has been called the "last-mile problem."

While thew are a number of possible techniques for handling the
"last-mile problem," some of them will represent a direct threat to the
tele( ommunicatio ''s industry. For example, a system called Digital Termi-
nation Sery, ice (DTS)dignal microwave radiois being tested in the
Washington weds at this time. Local Area Networks (LAN)various
coaxial cable or wire pal. systems for use in transmitting data in local
settingshave been much discussed recently. In addition, a number of
other, probably unfamiliar, delivery or ;rani/at/oils are interested in provid-
ing local teleccummicia mums capabilities. These inc bide local electrical
utilities, and the lot al cable television systems. These types of telecom-

13
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mum( ano is systems will simply "bypass'. the local telephone company

Another type of facility being discussed is the "wired campus," w..ac h
as its name implies, is a local network which links the buildings on a
university campus. The University of Pittsburgh is one institution whu h
has made a commitment to a campus-wide local network Yet another
possibility is the "smart building," wherein the actual structure of a
building will contain the telecommunications logic controls for all the
tenants in the buildir.g.

Clearly, the chokes fot future telecomm unit ations systems are mans
and varied, and we will be challenged to make good choices in our use of
the systems And, again, we will likely find ourselves making alliances in
the future to be able to use and afford new telecommunications technology

Legislative Issues

In order for us to arrive in the future, we must survne the present, and
we are aware that price increases threaten us immediately I.et us turn now
to z. brief review of the legislative relief from massive price inc teases the
library community sought in the 98th Congress.

As an opening statement, let me note that recent reforms or amend-
ments to the Communications Act of 1934the basic telecommunications
law have not fared well in Congress. In the 97th Congress, Congressman
Wirth of Colorado introduced legislation which might have eased the
burden of telecommunications increases for libraries The bill was with-
drawn after, among others, Congressman Corcoran of Illinois moved to
block the bill coining out of committee.

In the 98th Congress, elected in 1982 and due to expire this fall,
legislation was introduced in the Senate (S. 1660) and House R 4102)
which, in the amended Senate version, would spec du ally have prevented
price increases from affecting libraries. We should thank the Americ an
Library Association, particularly Eileen Cooke and Carol Henderson of
the ALA Washington Office, for having worked long and bard on an

nendment to this legislation, and to Senator Larry Pressler for hiving
sponsored it. Despite the best efforts of the library c ommunny, S 1660 was
no repotted out of committee, and theiefore r, elle( lively dead for this
Congress While we (an hope that the I louse and Sena e w''' kindly
on our needs in the future, they .s no 'tope for dire( t legis'- f rn the
current year (

et, there is Ink doubt in my mind that we need some ,, iieof relief In
Januars I had oppcn tunny to speak with Iepteselitatives of AT& F, the
Feder d Coininenicanons Coinnuss.-in, and the U S Senate, all withri a

14
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feu days. Ear h group recognized our problem, and each group suggested
that we look to one of the other groups to help us solve it When everyone
suggests that we look elsewhere for help, then I believe we must look to the
legislate v e of regulatory sec tors for short-term assistance with increasing
prices While our long-term solutions may be technical, libraries must
have help to overcome the short-term price increases we are all facing at
this time.

We do not wish to c onclude with the idea that our outlook is hopeless.
Your interest has brought you here for this Clinic, to hear speakers knowl-
edgeable in the many areas of telecommunications important to libraries.
You have an opportunity to learn about telecommunications and its
challenges We in the library community have friends in Congress, we are
organued and our professional concerns transcend economics. We can
ac wreph Ai a great deal when we work together to face a challenge, and the
changing nature of telecommunications is certainly a challenge. I believe
we ( an and must rise to it

1J



RODNEY B PEKRY
Assoc late Direc tot

Rochestei Pnblu Irbran, Monroe C:ountt IrbrarN SNst-ni

Selection and Use of
Telecommunications Consulta its

for Library Automation

Introduction

Data communications for library automation sys.c ms have emerged
rapidly as a major consideration for library systems ix: ,onnel, automation
plaaners and brat } managers The( onsequences of wrong choices in data
commune aeons ;ire at k ast as serious as those for wrong c holies regal-ding
automation of library operations. Libraries installing automation sys-
tems, however, must make decisions in order to operate. h is an area where
binaries should seek the best available help to assist them in clarifying
options and min( lug uncertainties This article will describe the factors
involved in selection and use of telecommunications consultants, panic

foc us will Ix given to Requests for Proposals (RFPs) and the character-
istic s of telemnimunuations for library automation which play a part in
the selec non and use of consultants The Monroe Count\ Library System
(MCI ,S) in Rochester, Ness York is used as a pi unary example.

Telecommunications Needs for a Library System

In 1983 MCI,SI federated public library system of nineteen menu
pa hues, «intrac ted with Gem for installation and maintenance of an
integrated hblary s) stem Circulation and database mana,-,ement are the
first phase w th planned haute phases of acquisitions, media booking and
an online catalog contingent on funding Funding for the fast phase is
available in Monroe County's c apital program and is suffic lent for pm-
c base of the con,puter equipment, software rights and data communu a-
lums equipment nr«.ssaiv to sc rve thirty fne libraries 01)(1,1(111g co, is of
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equipment and %nitwit, e maintenant e for the computer system will be
shared among the member libraries based on usage of the system MCLS
will pay telephone line ( osts for ( onnec nng the participating libraries
Under this cost-sharing arrangement, MCLS had the obligation to covet
both equipment and operating costs for data ( ommunicanons.

The problem for MCLS in 1983 was to design a data communications
netwok that would provide the lowest possible operating and capital ( osts
within funds available in separate c apical and operating budgets. An
additional fa( tor was the requirement that Geac agee to any added equip-
ment, including telecommunications equipment, becauseof its contractu-
al guaantee of response time. In the initial stages importance was attac hed
to hazing a single supplier (Geac) be responsible for computer and tele-
«immunications equipment.

MCLS had re(Ived from both Geac and the telephone company
(Rochester Telephone Companyan independent) proposed designs for
tele«immunu ations. Geac's design, while technic ally sound, was (--.1ser-
%Jove in mnsideranoi. of response time and system performance need;,
Roc hester Telephone's design carried a high operating cost It became

that the answe to MCLS's telemmmunications needs was not at
hand

MCLS f iced seeei al problems that highlighted the need foi help in
telemmmunu a thins

lac k of staff expel use in data ommunuanons,
lac k of time for staff to gain them «.ssar knowledge due to the «mil u t-
mg priority of planning for system opetation and

3 an apprehension about a rapull. ( hanging ;ilea

Regarding oas apprehension, it isrel 'van( that MCLS was pursuing a
turnke) appoac h independent of the ( e Ann), 's data pi ocessing center
Installation of a turnke system does not pros ule the reassian«. that
wines from ties to a patent institution's computer servu es Despite the
skills and interests of autormaion et1(1(as in providing a su«essful :nstal-
Litton, installation of a turnkey s stem often Jeopalues any bureau( tan(
umbilical between the library and the patent institution "I here ma' be, in
f,u t, additional red tape attac hed h the parent institution

I he needs ( ned aboe e were immediate awl appeared soluble with a
stiaightfot want solution. They wele tec him al and minomn iii nature
not politic al or orgamiational Their possible solutions did not appeal to
1w in:)ir than a matter of asse.mbl mg the right elements to get the propel
Imam ial and perfot man( e ture MCLS h id the opportumr to addess
these poblems because unspent funds allocated for tele( ommunicanons
%s etc aeadable and «mld lx used to hue a «insuitant

17



12 RODNEY B PERRY'

Analysis and Substantiation of Need

Libraries may not be so fortunate as MCLS and may need to liberate
funds in more dire( t competition with other functions. The following
steps should by included in analysis and substantiation of the necessity for
con sultant servo es.

1 Review carefully the alternatives to usnig a onsultant, or at least
spending money for one. Is someone available :n the parent institution?
Could a local university or business provide free or st'bsidized consul-
tant help? (If the help is free, will the job receive adequate attention?)
Can a staff member be assigned to learn the area? Has the automation
vendor been consulted thoroughly and forcefully on the issue? Have the
telephone company's sales consultants been used? Has the nature of the
telecommunications need been analyzed carefully to be sure the Poten-
tial pay back is significant

2 Check the parent institution's pure hasing authority for the procedures
and limitations on hiring a consultant.

3. Analyze the library's needs by discussing the situation with people in
the area who work in telecommunications. Des( ribe the problem and
solicit advice or bac kground information. Find out what to watch for.

4 Discuss the binary's situation informally with several consultants to
determine if they can meet the needs. Combm. this information with
that gathered from area telecommunications pet sonnel to determine if a
consultant would be doing what library staff could do Would a c onsal-
tam be paid only to hot row your watch and tell you the time?

5 R -member that effective use of a consultant is time consuming and
Irwin-es esponsibilay on the part of the library to be sure a useful
piexlue t is piety ded.

Requests for Proposals

The most common first formal step in engaging a consultant is
preparation of the Request for Proposal It may be minuet; by government
agent les to assure equal opportunity to all piospee live consultants.

Required or not, preparation of an RFP is a useful process to fore e
foe us on goals and a definition of needs The RFP should establish the
able( Ines of the Igor( t, spec ify the results of the project (what is the
wnsultant requited to produce%), and explain what is relevant to the
wiadtant Igor( t (what does the (onsultan need to know about the
Iibaty and the teams of me ousuittng pore I%) As a result of the R FP, a
consultant should ha' o a sufficiently Ilea idea of the library and its

lu
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problems to respond with a summary of how and at w hat cost the consul-
tant 1, (Mid ;.ddicss the problem

I he RH- for library automation-telecommunications should also
Ilrosule Basle Information for any consultant who may be very skilled in
data communisations but unfamiliar with library applications of data
pro( essing "Gem or "CI.SI" may not pros ide enough information to
some consultants, whereas "In terac nye transmissions operating on polled
block-mode asynchronous terminals at hed to an XYZ,'23
wmputer- will provide a common techmc al cround to all.

Because the RFP is a device to com:nunicate unique needs and
requirements it should be prepared without borrowing from or we( ing
together other doe uments, including other RFPs This prac we, hazardous
at best in the preparation of automated system RFPs, would be disastrous
due to the 1, ariabies 1n tele«mmunic at ions needs It 1s, on the other hand,
1,Cn, useful to seek out other RFPs for use in developing a focus on the
library 's needs and expectations from a consultant

Another essential aspec t of achieving clear commune anon of the
library's needs in the RFP rs direct, simple and clear

Information in the RFP

1 he RIP should Inc hide the following information

1 A description of the local situation and problems to be addressed.
Inc hide the computer equipment to be used, its tec hn a al specifications,
the database size, transac non types and volume as 1, ell as any other
bac kwound of tec hill( al or organizational information that gives a
pu tare of the hbran's c wren t status Remember that a prosper nye
«msulhnit 111,11, not be familiar with library automation in 1, Ill' the
Irk al

2 -I description of the expe( ted product Whi awl the expec ted produc t is
a repot t, cost study, WI, ICIA of options, an installed system, a negotiated
contract, etc , the RFP should be wry specific so that misunderstand-
ings can be cis Oldrd r01)1( S to be addressed should be spec ific ally stated,
as should, if tclesant, (opus to lx' omitted

3 ,1 requirement that the consultant describe the work method and steps
to be used I loss will the consultant go about prodo, mg the required
',rock( t% 'I o IA horn will the consultant talk about what', Where will the
consultants hit; What status reports ss ill beoelly ere& I'he RFP should
not prescribe a work method as a condition to be Mel, but should
include releY ant factors that Nould help the consultant establish a
proposed work method
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I A requirement for information on what consultant staff will work on
the project-their background, qualifications, level in the consultant
organization and estimated time to be spent on the project. This infol-
illation should help prose that the consultant has the ability to do the
woi k spec 'fled as well as provide he library with a basis for judging the
level of skill applied and the accuracy of the quoted price.

ri A desc ription of the schedule of the work, showing various stages. The
consultant should be given the option to propose an alternative sche-
dule. "The Until, should attempt to be flexible and realistic about its
ewe( ted time iequirements Ixcause a two-month delay in the schedule
might enable a good consultant to accept the job.

6 Specify financial information requirements. In how much detail is
budget information to be provided? Is a single lump sum satisfactory or
is a detailed breakdown by stage and activity of the project necessary?
How ate %al moons From budget to be handled? When are payments to
be issued? Spec fly also the method the consultant may use to determine
the total fee. There are at least ten methods of paying consultants.'
These in lude.

flat tees, win( h are used when there is little "open-ended" work in
the projectthe consultant is paid X amount of dollars foi the
work des( ribed Consultants may include a cushion in flat fees;

ket fees, which state that a consultant will he paid an amount
per hour or day, not to exceed a certain upper limit This method is
lx.nefu nil to the library in case the problem definition is trulear or
the projec I requires f .y ibility for adjustments during its course; and

per di:m fees (mild h_ used when t'uw library needs a consultant on
a slum t-term basis

Regardless of the fee determination basis, most government or public
agenc ws would establish a «intrac t whi( h fi,ses the terms and limit of
paYment
Requect information on the terms regarding access to the consultant
outside the confines c,f the specified project. Can the consultant be
«mita( ted lot )nf oration on a related matter that is not a part of the
onsultant's scope of set lc es? Will there be charges for these costa( ts?

Bows are extra topic s inserted into the work? Coverage, perhaps infor-
mally , of this ale,' will help protect the consultant from feeling pres-
sured to give free ach I«. and help the library understand the extent to
whin'suppoiI is available from the consultant

8 Des( ripe in some way the size of the job as viewed by the library. Often
this is done by stating the maximum budget for the !now( t, the advan-
tage is that the « lsulLint has a tat get and a sense of smpe, the disadvan-
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tagc is that the library wdl see fees clustered near one cost area. If the
budget figure is not used, some statement may be necessary to indicate
the library 's expectation of the scope of the work.

9. Require that the consultant describe other work that is similar and
relevant to the project. The consultant should be asked to describe why
and how the experience on other jobs qualifies him or her to perform
well in this job. As with evaluation of a job candidate, excessive general-
ity or lac k of relevance should be viewed with caution. It may also be
helpful here to ask the consultant to list particular areas of knowledge,
skill and experience

10 A description of whether subcontracting and joint ventures will be
allowed and how they will be handled. Who is the prime consultant and
who is responsible for the quality of the work? This type of joint venture
arrangement may be particularly effective in telecommunications for
library automation systems becauF.e of the separate knowledirc required.

11 Specify the method and proc,,ss by which proposals will t valuated,
ircluding the criteria on which selection will be I 'd. Over-
specification of criteria will, however, leave little room the more
sublet live aspects of evaluation c,r could lead a consultant to frame the
proposal around evaluation criteria °ad of the project content. In
addition, merspecification could lead to challenges by unsuccessful
consultants To digress in my opinion, there should be an affirmative
attempt to spec ify that sele:tion will be based on content, not volume of
Fin.pc,,als Proposals s:,ould indicate an understanding of this prob-
lem, not other problems or generic problems Proposals should clearly
show a consultant's view and understanding of the issues involved and
describe the treatment, consistent with this view, of the same or related
issues in other projects As a practical matter, a consultant may be
reluc taut to spec ify a view on an issue for fear of rejection. Also,major
consultants get many RFPs and have had to set up standard responses
often produced by word pm( essorsso that time can be spent on
existing prole( is If a response is considered voluminously irrelevant to
the RFT but c hosen anyway, protection must be obtained by establish-
ing a Yet} t tear understanding of what problems and issues the consul-
tant is to addtess

12 Define terms that may be ambiguous, not in common use, or that relate
to political or administrative units

13 Dew rzbe conditions applying to any contract or other document that
will be developed between the library and the successful consultant
,tablish a pro edure and sc hedule for submission of written questions
When the questions are gathered, list, answer, and send them out to all
who recc.ied the RF!' Do not name names If telephone onversations
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are held, be cautious about gi mg out any information that would
beneht cue consultant Only

The Importance of Flexilility

Spec ific issues to which MCLS requested -ntion were the evalua-
:ion of proposed networks and suggestion of alternatives, equq..ment and
opelating c osts, response time ,crying levels of activity, the cost compar-
ison of purchase or lea,e, the availability of equipment and service, the
e.:aran tee of support Jr acceptance by Geac , and flexibility for growth in
functions, volume and number of participants.

Flexibility should be stressed as a basic element of at ..,ommuni-
c a turns plan, and a c onsu tar, must understand this. FlexiLlity is required
not only for the proposed growth of functions, participants and volume on
the sy stem but also for changes in data communications methods and
changes in late structures. Integrated library systems are installed in
phases, the telecommunications structure must be planned to adapt to
these phases At the same time, tei hnology and rates arec hanging in a field
without uniform ten hmcal standards and with fierce economic competi-
tion Any data communications plan for a library system must include
contingent strategies for adjustment at predicted phases of library system
dcelopment or telecommunications charges

After all this material on RFPs, it should be noted that an RFP may
not be needed to make a good selection of a consultant. Many consulting
engagements ha % e been successful without an RFP starting them off (and
plobabh many engagements have been made less fruitful because or the
limits established by RFPs) Required or not, however, the foe us on goal-
an l nc eds lot consultant asststan« provided by an RFP is the most impor-
tant aspen t Also, u should 1-w pointed out that the REP content as desc cited
heir « of Id regime an amount of time in preparation that either the need or
potential number of bidding consultants does not warrant. Be sure that the
effort spent on the RFP is equal to the degree of need and that enough
«msultants ale interested in bidding to make elabmate e<aluatron mec ha-
instils appropriate

Fhree final suggestions on RFPs

I Seek help loc ally in preparing rt, espec Lilly if RFPs are new to you A
faulty RI P can result m a poor consulting engagement

2 Do not mei-lel} on a complex set of conditions and a rigid problem
statement, lea«. open the opport unity for unique ;new, oi in% est igation
and unique solutions Flus openness resulted in a consulting engage-

2nwn t t ha t sp mired 0( X.
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3 Do not expec t a lot of responses that dazzle you on every aspect of the
RFP. If one does, be suspicious. Library automation data communica-
tions is a new area for library experts, an unfamiliar area for data
mmmumcations experts, and a tough one for both given the volatility
and high stakes in both fields.

Library Automation & Telecommunications

Some of the areas in which libraries may need telecommunications
consultant help for library automation installation are listed below:

A basic orientation to telecommunications for library automation
Local installation problems, rates, routes, network structures and trans-
mission methods, locally available procb,cts, voice and data integration.
Selection of equipment and design of the most efficient network.

Telecommunications system management purchasing, maintenance,
monitoring of performance, cost of projections, dealing with the tele-
phone company.
Review of available options for telecommunications. alternate tech-
nologies and their local status for both immec*.ate and future instal-
lat""'.
F; it planning for telecommunications covering the variables in
bot, c. library and data communications areas

Development of models based on variables affecting automation and
telecommunications planning.
Building and space planning, including wiring of buildings.
Analysis of automation vendors or biLhographic utilities in relation to
telecommunic ations factors.
Adaptation of a library automation system's capability to meet local

ties and needs, Inc luding equipment, software and lined-ice fac-
tors.

Telecommunications as a Local Matter

'I'elecommumcations for libraries is fist and foremost a lot al matter
The library planning to select a telecommunications consultant seeks
expertise in a rapidly c hanging technical and emnonin field that is
Alec ted by widely varying local conditions, Rates, technical capabilities
and available technologies (inc hiding alternates sac h microwave) all
vary depending on the local geographic area, and du. "1, d" area's com-
plexity and uniqueness is compounded by the violability of ornmuni-
cations fac tors in the parent institution and library
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The Utmersity of California is grappling with this problem:

1 he long-haul part of the network, while expensive and mmplex, c an
tx implemented without o}erwhelming technic al difficult}

11w local networks of the system ate another matter altogether At
In went, we art engineering spec ial- purpose, c ustom solutions for eac h
terminal c luster We are tiling to develop a sexes of building bloc ks to
handle local distribution problems, but mac h of the le( hnology is only
now becoming available in the marketplace

The capabilities we seem to need has e mac h in common with tau tic al
military data communications systems 3

Telecommunications Beyond the Local

While lo( al variability predominates certain aspects of ommuni-
c. planning and installation, national developments create an unsta-
ble base. Deregulation, technical advances, economic competition, voice
and data integration, local area network developments and alternate tech-
nologies destabilize yet control local level activities.

At the same tune, library automation is changing rapidly There is an
increase in the number and type of systems available, many of them
nuc robased. Integrated s stems are inc 1 uding mic ros for selected func tions,
and the separation of systems into regiona: components is being
coatemplated.4

In hbra) automation there are tin c'e major tec hnic al forces at work
Hardware is separating func mins, making it possible to distribute func-
tions out to local sites. Software is restraining ',,at distributive tendency,
pat ticularly if large databases are to be effect i ely managed and used.
Tele«WITP11171 cat toms is adding a volatility to th,c opposing forces of hard-
ware and software

Because of the complex and volatile set of factors arid interrelation-
ships des ribed above, the selec non of a «insaltant is chili( ult. The knowl-
edges and skills for lo, al considerations are different from those for
national considerations The knowledges and skills for tele«immunic a-
nons adplications are different from those fot library applications.
Because of the rapid gowth of automation system installation and the
ecrnt nse of teleccimmunic aeons solutions atrived at independent of
endors, consultants spec i,elinng in this ea with the appropriate mix of

skill and exp.' mice are tare

A List of Telecommunications Consultants

Hot, ( an a list of telemmtnunuations wnsultants lw«impiled? I here
ate elel en t}pes,it consultants or consultant fit ms5 ranging born the huge
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fain (e g., Arthur D Little) to individuals between jobs In between are
medium site firms of ten to fifty consultants, small groups of two to ten
consultants (25 permit of all consints work in this size company),
incliN idwls (alxnit 50 percent are in this group), management finnc (e.g.,
Peat, Marwic k), professionals in particular fields, internal consultants
within a company, university affiliated consultants, research firms and
public agencies

Consultant names for a particular project can be obtained by advertis-
ing in trade journ Is, contact with local people in the field ("word of
mouth"), profess' mal associations (e.g., ALA and LITA), directories such
as Gale Research Co.'s The Consultants and Consulting Organization's
Directory and Telecommunication Systems & Services Directory, state
library agencies, regional library networks or consortia, and tLe yellow
pages. Major national associations include: Association of Consulting
Management Engineers (New York City); Data Processing Management
Association (Park Ridge, Illinois); Independent Computer Consultants
Association (St. Louis); and Institute of Management Consultants (New
York City) Additional names can be gathered by a review of trade journals
(including nonlibrary) for news reports of other consultant studies.

Probably the most important aspect in determining appropriate sour-
( es of consultant names is the type of problem you have Do you want to
address the local aspects of telecommunications (rates, routes, supplies,
local planning etc )? Do you want to address the technical issues of the
«nine( non of a library system to telecommunications? Do you want to Jo
long - range planning for telecommunications? The sources and gecyja-
phi( area of sear( h would vary by the need you identify; a local installation
problem suggests Icx al people with perhaps little or no library automation
experien«, a library system problem suggests library automation expe-
nem e with perhaps less experience in tele( ommunications (library con-
sultants and system vendors are, however, rapidly paying more attention to
tele(nninunic ations issues), long -range planning suggests a guru type

Selection of the Consultant

Sch.( non of thr consultant invokes the following steps and fa( tots

I Development of an orderly system for rating con,iltant proposals It

should Ix bawd on the needs that have `..Cell Identified and indic ate the
relative unportan« of the Yarious needs

2 Application of this rating sy stem to the consultants' proposals indicat-
ing 'dative strength between consultants Focus here not only Oh

consultants' q mild lc mums but also on the understanding of need, the
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content and relevam( of the response to the needs, and the degree to
whic h an Inch% idual, perhaps unique, project is proposed

3 Intel vli ws with the consultants, especially to obtain understandingson
kith pats of the library's needs and consultants' ability to meet them.
Be c artful that you do not give a particular consultant any new informa-
tion of substance that is not given to others.

I Interview with references about consultants' performance, particularly
in areas of similar problems. The consultants' statements about their
prior experience should be verified

5 Costs and proposed budget. You should know from your parent institu-
tio the degree to why h lowest cost needs are to be balanced against
quality of product Also determine from the parent institution tne
degree to whit h negotiations on costs can be conducted with a single
consultant, it may be possible for a consultant to reduce the scope of
seri. ices or method of inquiry to br..ig a proposal within a budget.
(Specifying the budget amount in the RFP would tend to eliminate
opportunity for this bec ause most fees spec ified would be close to but
under budget )

6 Consider any informal constraints that may exist, such as the credibil-
ity, or lac k of it, a local person would have vi s a vis a person from outside
the You may need to be prepared to deal with the application of
informal constraints that may hinder the selection of the best person

7 Frust your hunches as to the degree of confidence and rappor you can
establish with the consultant Determine how the consul ant's style
would lit )(n needs does the consultant have a hands-off, hands-on or
hold-your-hand sty le-) \Alm h do you want? Which do you need?

On«. a consultant is selected, the library may establish a contract with
the «msultant This contra( t will specify the pi oduc t, price, schedule, and
c lardy other administrative matters as well as int lude general terms and
«indiums for the woi k. Contrac is should spec ify the areas of investigation
that must not be (nutted from the prole( t and should include by reference
the consultant's proposal.

More releN ant to the affirmative prciduc nye aspect of any consulting
plot« I (as opposed to the pron.( tive value of a c -mtrac t) is the "iisyc hologi-
cal «mu& t." which is an understanding between the library and consul-
tant 'tail of what the pal tics (Ape( t to gam 6

Management of the Consultant Project

I w o ,nut les hs Mhc hat] NIalinwni«) do a fine lob of surveying the
management of consulting poiccts. pal initially the establishment of

0 /1
.
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project objectives and communiration structures 7 Additional considera-
tions include the following:

1. Provide the corsultant with access to the necessary people, including
those specified in the RFP. The consultant and the people he is to talk
with should understand the degree of authority the consultant has and
the extent, if any, he an act as the library's agent. Key points of
information should be documented by the consultant and by the per
sons providing it.

2 The -o:)nsultant should be fully briefed on the revelant areas iv, trding
the project. This is particularly important in telecommunications for
library automation because a combination of extensive know' dge anti
skill in both areas is unlikely. Also, focus should be placed here on any
local consultants or political realities that would have an effect on the
consultant's possible recommendations. (These areas may not appear as
obvious in advance; routine reporting sessions may identify them.)

3. Be sure no assumptions are being made in areas where the consultant
may be unfamiliar. Remember you may be working with a telecom-
munications expert or a library automation expert but not both.

4 Determine whether the consultant is a "paper person" or a "talk per-
son." Good consultants ma, not deal extensively in writing and their
reports may be quite brief If you expect a great deal of information to be
transmitted verbally, you may wish to plan some way of documenting
It

5. Establish regular progress reporting times to be sure the protect is on
course

MCLS Consultant Selection and Report

MCLS, in selectirg a consultant, purposely chose a local expert :r1
telecommunications with major local teletommunic -twirls contacts. The
primary need was to determine the most cost efficient . etwork that was
practical to install Prompt and straightforward handling of the matter
with Gem was also a pilot ay: we wanted the issue to be soh ly tele( ommu-
nit anons and not possible Geac modifications (That issue may come
later )

The consultant 's recommendation was to take advantage of the lac kin
the Rochester Telephone's rates of the use of timed message units A
conventional business line will be left connected 24 hours a day at the
business line monthly late. The cost advantage over leased lines is alxmt
115,000 per year. Telephone company sources estimate that this late strut
tore will be c hanged in 1987, at which time the network will be c hanged.
the benefits, whet than cost savings, are the temporary "holding ac ticr- "
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nature of the network and the ability to install lines at the same cost
regardless of library location For these benefits, MCLS can live with dual
vendors (automation and telecommunications)

Benefits of a Consultant

A consultant can provide many benefits, including the follov ing

1. the provision of technical knowledge and experiewe to be applied to
the making of decisions,

2 an "insurance policy" to reduce the risk of decisions;
3 a teacher to help the library learn about its needs and solutions;
4 a catalyst for self-learning;
5. a savings in time;
6. leverage with the telephone company, suppliers, automation venders,

the parent institution;
7 a source for the resolution of disputes regarding the telecommunica-

tions components of the system, and
8. for MCLS, a plan that is flexible and adaptable.

Final Recommendations

This article ha_ covered some of the important factors in obtainn
and working with a consultant in the area of telecommunications for
library nomation. Some factors have applied specifically to problems
that are unique to this single area of consulting, while others are applica-
ble to all sorts of consulting ventures Five major recommendations for
libraries Surface:

i Clarify and plan for the library's needs carefully with particular atten-
tion paid to the types of consultant experience iequired at different
stages or levels of need

2. Place a premium on flexibility
3 Obtain telecommunications knowledge and skills inside the librars.

1 Ac,_,pt the notion of "planned clutter" in automation 8
5 Don't expec t simple and easy arINV. (Ts from a consultant, responsibilay

fo! Jec 'stuns and results test with the Idnai
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Modeling Library Communications
Traffic

It exudes a state of eupfloric glc:: e., our system at work! The most recent
episode of this situation comedy (called "free enterprise") was entitled: "It
works, it's reliable and cheapso let's dump it!"

Thus, it can be argued that the world's only working reliable
economical telecommunications system was scrapped to satisfy the desires
of a handful of entrepreneurs. Basically, individuals who had discovered
that a string of radio transmitter/receiver combinations, once installed,
could make money because such devices require very little attention--if
done rightand would nearly run forever Just add electricity!

The telephone company, "Ma Bell"or whatever name satisfies.
knew this for years But being a one-compaay monopoly, the telephone
company used the high profit from their radio transmitter/receiver
installations to subsidize their local servicetheir "direct-to-you" end user
service The result was an orderly system in .-/Inch the component parts
were orchestrated and did work with amazing reliability and economy.
The court ordered divestiture of the telephone company into seven
regional firms, plus a radio transmitter /receiver or long lines company.

latter company, once integrated into the system, became merely a
competitor with the entrepreneurs who had fostered the legislative and
court mop ement in the first place. The result is an option for the user One
c an "save" mono, on long distance telephone service by opting for 1`!;.1 or
Sprint or A Ilnet, or pay a modest price for premium service by simply using
the original long lines division of the telephone company.

And, as the situation has evolved, the cost is at an absolute premium
tot ix g )1 Seri; 1, e horn the now independent local telephone companies in
ea( h region as they attempt to understand and bill in harmony with their
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lot al operating expenses. An absolute premium means cost Increases to the
user of up to 400 percent. Concurrently, Bell Telephone, Western Electric
and AT&T with their technical requirements for quality telephone service,
have been shelved. By virtue of the Carterfone decision (an earlier assault
on Ma Bell), and current electronic technology, one can inflict any number
of substandard telephone-like toys on himself.

The episode of the telephone in America has just begun. As people
throughout the world could, and will indicate, it is better and cheaper to go
there in person or to write a letter than to fight the telephone. Perhaps the
common experiences with telephones will one day draw the nations
together in a way no political rhetoric or armed aggression has produced
over the centuries.

Imagine diplomats having something in commontheir respective
national telephone services. Imagine diplomatic table talk ,uch as: "Ah,
Kim, I see the Chinese couldn't stop the retreat from North Korea, and now
that area is independent again."

"Yes, Hakim. They were using Sprint, and just as the order to charge
was given, the line went dead! I think the same thing happened to the
Russians in Poland....Is it true Vladimir?"

"Nyet! Similar result, different reason We thought we could save
money on long distance calls, but those fools didn't mention the local
operating company connect charges. And, to top it all off, CP Poland
pm hased Japanese remote hand sets, but didn't buy extra batteries. Very
bad result. We ordered curfew, but no one could hear the order because of
multi path and dead batteries. On top of that we had to pay the Krakow
phone company for access and connect time at prime ratesdogarai!"

You see, theie may be a benei.t in all of this, but probably none for the
library of your choosing. And, now that the die is cast, there exists an
uphill struggle in library's collective future should the held pursue
subsidies similar to those pn,vided for book-rate mail service, or relief from
the new tariff structures beginning to emerge.

Notwithstanding the individuals attracted to money who did this for
librarians and the legislative, political and economic games which ale
molding the results, one does have at his ,hcr disposal a few tools, it is
hoped that will help them minimize their expenditures for such services
And, more probably, will enable one tc, know what is required and how to
ask for It

First, before delving into detail, all must be aware in the instance of
onirnunu that time is money, is is time of day, distan«e and

quality of scry lc e And while no canonic al form c an be developed to permit
one to get the most from their tele( ommun Icat Ions dollar in all instance's, I
simple guldeline can he proposedleastest is c heapest"'
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Then watch out for simple guidelines. Explicit in them is a whole
group of implicit meaning. To make real the prospective "leastest is
cheapest," one shall have to have done his/her homework, which may
Inc luck becoming political on the home front and as technical as possible
with practically everyone else And if one personally is not up t:, the
political or the technical, one should hire people who are. Librarians, like
it or not, are in the information business telecommunications is tlit most
important tool at their disposal now and will be with increasing emphasis
in the years to come.

The telecommunications business is a technical business. As Perry has
instructed earlier at this conference, select technologists wisely--unless
one is an electronic engineer with a law practice, one shouldn't try to do it
himself Even if Martha at the Fangschlyster Pablic Library writes an
article -)n "How We Did It Well"don't! The Martha article will kill the
budget, credibility and service It is not a field for amateurs. And, integral
with this litany, be sensitive to gadgets which areand in greater
abundancetouted as "the solution." There is no current library capable
of implementing and operating its own telecommunications system using
existing staff If it did it would no longer be a library. Enough conjecture
the doxology is overlet's get ready for modeling telecommunications
traffic with a quick overview of some telecommunications concepts.

What are we dealing with? Well, it's neither smoke signals nor
scmaphor; but the objective is the same. So let's look at what this
communic anon is For example, communications could be the logical and
elec trical interconnection between two or more devices: logical, since these
are computer gadgets, and once they are connected they should do
something; electrical, since the signals passed between them will be
electromagnetic (smoke signals and waving flags do not do it this season).
How these devices are connected determines how they work and how much
time they take to do what they do. There are many ays to connect
computing devices to each other. For lack of a better approach, how about
reviewing them along historical lines (which, in terms of complexity, the
early history will be the simplest approach). As a serendipitous "by
prod LI( t," one will find from this review that most of the complexity arises
from timidity-- more and more housekeeping chores into the equipment,
thus relievmg the operator of a variety of responsibilities ranging from
decoding to redialing.

Hie original Morse (ode, hat dwii ed point-to-point (see fig I) has
some interesting ( hara( wrist s

Operator en«)des and demdes
Orli% one message in one dire( non at one time (hall duplex)

Distar'e limited (signals absorbed by the media)
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MODELING COMMUNICATIONS TRAFFIC 27

Speed of transmission limited to human response (10 milliseconds at
best)
Subject to environmmtal contamination (mechanicol switches)
Requires an operator at each terminal.
Requires preestablished schedule so operato:s are ready at each
terminal.
One step up from dime cups and strings (uses wire and switches).
Secure communications.
Limited primarily to point-to-point traffic.

SWITCH

L.
BATTERY

WIRE

11

1/41

BUZZER

I I I

BUZZER

SWITCH

1)

Fig. 1 The Basic Communications Circuit

BATTERY

It is this basic telecommunications system that can be found in essen-
nail} the same configuration with, of course, a substitution of technology
here and there, on practically any ocean-going vessel, and in practically
any "underdeveloped" country. In fact, basic point-to-point interconnec-
tion is found between terminals and computers. In keeping with modern-
ism and use of polyester materials, some of the components have been
"brought up-to-date," and most of the characteristics have been changed.
But there has been no c hange to the objective nor to the basic interconnec-
tion concept

"Fcxlm's "interconnect" (see fig 2) has these (harm teristics.

Operator, when needed, keyboards and reads information
Operator may not 1w required
Can send and r«.iye simultaneously (full duplex)
Distance is unlimited (wherever a radio signal or light beam can god,
Speed of transmission limited by elec ironic sensing devises (typically

speed of light)
Environmental contamination minimised (it's solid state)
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28 JOHN C. KOUNTZ

No schedule required
Is not limited to point-to-point traffic.
Security of communication is not so secure.
One could not afford one personally.

So far the basic "what" of a network has occupied us, but what about the
signalsthe information that goes through? Well, how about digressing
for a minute to examine the part that figure I had, but lost in figure 2. For
example, the requirement for operators to run the network on a schedule
while providing the necessary coding and decoding services. A simple
review of terminology will help to eliminate operators, required standards
and protocols, and aid in understanding.

So lot's start with a "bit." Usually the machine one is dealing with can
handle so many bits-per-second, while the communications man deals in
"baud" which is a contraction of Jean Maurice Emile Baudot's last name.
This fellow was a pioneer French telegrapher (one of the people required
to operate the system in figure I and who became tired of it).

The term "baud" means the maximum rate of signal transfer-per-
unit-time relative to the shortest pulse time used by the apparatus to be
connected. For example, if the machine creates a pulse of 0.0135 seconds,
then the maximum rate of signal transfer is the reciprocal of 0.0135
second-74.2 or 72.2 baud. Thus for a 100 word-per-minute teletypewriter
to convert words-per-minute to bits-per-second, he/she needs to consider
that there a-e five information pulses-per-character for the subject tele-
typewriter. In addition, each character must include a "start" pulse
(another 0 0135 seconds) and a "stop" pulse of (")195et onds (1.42 tim s the
information pulse). Thus, each character of five bits consumes 0.1 sec, is
(6 X 0.0135 + 0.019) for a 50 bit-per-second rate. Obviously there I., a
difference between baud and bits!

Typically the baud rate is the maximum signal rate for the transmis-
sion devices, while thc- hit rate is the number of information bits actually
transmittedthe net of overhe2ai or protocol signals. So most of us are
interested in bytes. In any event the signals and their rates are a tremendous
improvement over the idea"one if by hand and two if by sear that all
traditionally associate with signalling.

Similarly, the way communication handled has changed vastly and
an have an impac t on the budget. Therefore, some additional concepts are

required. They can be presented in a more painless way as in figure 3.
There are three communication channel types and two operating

mcxles, the essence of which c in be implemented in a variety of ways.
"Simplex," is just that unidirec Ilonal communic ationsone-half duplex,
or as the telephone ornpany may call it, a two-v irecircuit, which permits
one to transmit or move, but not at the same tit le One must stop talking
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Fig. 2. The Computer Circuit
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I

SIMPLEX

HALF DUPLEX

FULL DUPLEX

SEND

ONLY

DATA ONE DIRECTION

SEND

DR

RCV

RECEIVE

ONLY

SEND

DR

RCV

DATA BOTH OIRETIONS - NOT AT SAME TIN.:

SEND

AND
RCV

DATA BOTH DIRECTIONS - AT SAME TIME

COMMUNICATION CHANNEL TYPES

SEND

N_QI

RCV

ASYNCHRONOUS - DATA CHARACTER FRAMED BY START/STOP BITS (INEFFICIENT)

SYNCHRONOUS - DATA CHARACTER FRAMED BY TIME - NO START/STOP BITS (REQUIRES SYNCH PULSES
PERIODICALLY)

Pig 3 Sonic Concpts of Communications
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before he can hear the other person. Full duplex permits one to talk and
listen at the same time, but requires two circuits. The two operating modes
ale:

Asynchronoussends one character at a time if at a terminal.
Thus one can send what he wants, when he wants, as fast as the
line permits (remember baud) or as slow as need be: However,
what is gained in convenience is paid for in efficiency because the
overhead of start/stop bits consumes a large percentage of the
connect time.
Synchronousmaintains a synchronized clock at both ends of
the line with the signals being decoded correctly as they are
framed between clock pulses. While more eff icient, since there are
no character framing start/stop bits, this mode requires sending
everything at the same speed and synchronizing clocks with trans-
missions containing strings of "synch" pulses.

Within this framework there are codesthe familiar ASCII, BCDIC and
EBCDIC and, the unfamiliar Baudot, Sitor, Amtor, Tor (7 bit) and Auto-
din (8 bit). There are also message formats which touch on protocols. One
such format is shown in figure 4. Error detection and correction schemes
also abound in number and variety and range from mathematical schemes
to repetition of each character (echo back). These require twice the amount
of time a simple transmission of the data would take sinceeac iracter is
sent back to the originator (a scheme internal to most CR.. terminals
visually) with the operator doing the correcting. Finally, there are data
encryption techniques to ensure the security of the information being
transmitted.

Because "least is best" for communications, an awareness of these
topics, so very briefly covered above, can keep one out of high rent arrange-
ments. It is advised that a little reading be done if one wishes to go into
details. But the majority get hooked with what's available, or at least we did
when Ma Bell ran the show

But Ma Bell doesn't run the show any more. Consider the above topics
for review, as the terms bypass, gateway and open system become promi-
nent in the months to come.

And now the modeling. Armed with the brief vocabulary above, let's
see what a model is. Well, a model should consist of the acquisition of
quantitative data about an object 1.--, such detail and with such identified
relationships as to permit one to change the relationships and/or the
quantities, and examine the impact of such changes (modeling) before one
does do it for real and has to feel the impac t of the real changes. Following
ale some ideas of computer applications in the library. So, model the

3r/
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S
S

E S E E
0 PP

P
Address 0 Originator Address T Text T Trace & Time 0

M A X X T

SOM Start of Message (character)

SP Space (character)

PP Message Priority

ADDRESS Message Routing

EOA End of Address (character)

ORIGINATOR ID of Source

STX Start Text (character)

TEXT The Information

ETX End Text (character)

TRACE & TIME Terminal ID for Transmitter & Receiver

Input message sequence number

Output message sequence number

Time Received mm/dd/hr/min)

Time Delivered (mm/dd/hr/mir,)

EOT End of message

Fig 4. Typical Data Communications Format

communications traffic for circulation control, excluding file mainte-
nance for patron records and the brief bibliographic descriptors used in the
circulation of library materials. The use of the word "circulation" shows
the conviction that OCLC, or the bibliographic utility of a libraries
persuasion, will take care of cataloging.

Basically, for this model, twelve functions are required to support
"online" circulation control. The,e are enumerated in figure 5. Seven of
these fungi tions deal directly with the c ire ulation function Itself, two deal
with Intel library loan, and three deal with user and t-_'m file maintenance.
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Function Transaction

Charge validate user

validate item

Discharge validate item

Place Hold validate user

enquire Item
fetch item

Trap Hold validate Item
route Item

Place iLL validate user

enquire item

Trap ILL validate item
route Item

Renew validate user

validate Item

Department Loan validate user
(1 5000 item)

validate Item

Enter Bad Guy validate user

Clear Bad Guy validate use

clear

Item Enquire validate item

User Enquire validate user

Message (fields) Bytes

XMIT (AC) 32
RCV-GO (AE) 64
RCV-NG (AEH) 124
XMIT (AB) 32
RCV-GO (ADI) 305
RCVNG (ADH) 255
XMIT (AB) 32
RCV (ADHI) 385
XMIT (AC) 32
RCV-GO (AE) 84
RCV-NG (AEH) 124
XMIT (ADJK) 206
RCV-GO-STACK (AF) 507
RCV-GO-HOLD (AH) 78
RCV-NG (AH) 78
XMIT (AB) 32
RCV-GO (ADHI) 385
XMIT (AC) 32
RCVGO (AE) 64
RCV-NG (AEH) 124
XMIT (ADJ) 205
RCVGO-STACK (AF) 507
RCVGO-LOCAL (AH) 78
RCVGO-DONOR (AFEHI) 720
RCV-NG (AH) 78
RCV-NG-DONOR USE (AFEHI) 720
XMIT (AB) 32
RCVGO (ADHI) 385
XMIT (AC) 32
RCV-GO (AE) 64
RCV-NG (AEH) 124
XMIT (AB) 32
RCV-GO (ADI) 305
RCVNG (ADH) 255
XMIT (AC) 32
RCV-GO (AE) 84
RCV-NG (AEH) 124
XMIT (AB) 32
RCVGO (AD) 195
RCV-NG (ADH) 255
XMIT (AEE) 46
RCV-GO (AEH) 124
RCV-NG (AH) 78
XMIT (AEE) 4E
RCV-GO (AEHI) 434
XMIT (ACLB) 2,4
RCV-GO (ABLHI) 588
:IC:At-NG (AH) 78
XMIT (AD) 195
RCV-GO (AF) 507
RCV-NG (AH) 78
XMIT (AEE) 46
RCV-GO (AGDH) 1,138
RCV-NG (AH) 78

1. it4 5 Ccinial (.ii illation Comminm ations
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Internal to these functions, assume also that there are twelve data
elements which are logically combined to form the functions (see fig. 5).
Eac h of these data elements contain from 1 to 168 characters (see fig. 6). The
frequency or percent of occurrence of these functions-per-unit-circulated is
shown in figure 7. The combination of these data elements into messages
and subsequently into dialog is shown in figure 8 for the "charge" func-
tion. Having determined the types, frequency and size of the messages, it is
then possible to apply these factor si a hypothetical data communications
system.

Four examples of these combinations are shown in figures 9 through
12. The hourly multiplier numbers represent, in the examples indicated,
library measured statistics for the activities which have been prorated by
the percentage of occurrence for the functions comprising those activities
in figt 1, 7. Because communications is a two-way street, both transmitting
and receiving data rates are shown.

It is interesting that the old adage about it being better to give than to
receive doesn't work in the world of telecompu tingat least for circulation
controlbecause for each library initialized action, the library receives
more than it gives. Which serendipitously suggests two communications
channelsa high speed and a low speed one. But, the model assumes a
supercomputer is handling everything for everybody. Should these librar-
ies "talk" to each other, then that receiving rate becomes the transmitting
rate. And low-speed communications channels mean little rate They
mean little anyway because the communication channels provided will
probably be the same speed regardless of how much information will be
chosen to send down to them

Bauds are the speed which the connection or circuit will support with
ASCII being the code used for transmission. Baud rates, or the speed at
which a device can function, are usually standardized by the manufacturer.
Thus, a selection of standard values is usually provided for on the typical
terminal. We are going to use the asynchronous mode of transmission.

So look at some of the example!. The first is the Bakersfield, Califor-
nia figure (see fig. 9) The peak-received-data-rate-in-bits-per-second is
119.52, net of c b.arac ter framing bits. And because it will be using asynchro-
nous ASCII, it is easier to use c haracters/second (most tables are set up that
way ) With the use of standard baud rates eighteen or nineteen charm tors/
second, a 300 baud lire will be more than adequate.

For the Northridge example (see fig. 12) one can apply the same
al ithmet lc , and discover that the line required will be 1200 baud; the same
as iequired lot Los Angeles (see fig. I I) in a typical situation. However, at
then communications traffic peak a 2100 baud line will be needed for both
Long Beach (see fig. 10) and Los Angeles
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Field (source)

A Preamble (keyboardlgenerated)

B Level 1 Item (label)

Data Elements Characters

Message Type 1

Function Code 2
Library ID 4
Terminal ID 1

Date/Time 10

subtotal 18

Book ID 10
Liorary ID (for book) 4

si 1-sotal 14

(.. Level 1 User (badge) Patron ID 9
Library ID (for users) 4
Status 1

subtotal 14

D Level 2 Item (keyboard/file) Citation 62
Edition 47
Call Number 68

subtotal 177

E Level 2 User (keyboard/file) Patron ID 9
Name 32
Zip Code 5

)total 48

F Level 3 Item (keyooard/flie) Citation 62
Edition 47
Call Numoers (5 max ) 340
Copies (10 max ) 30
Statuses (1 per copy) 10

subtotal 489

G Level 3 User (keyboardlfile) Patron (all data elements) 168

H CRT Comment (system generated from function & transaction type & user or
item status) 60

I Ticket Printsr (system generated from function & transaction type & user or
Item status) 110

J Cut Off Date/Time (keyboard) 10

K Queue Type (date or time based) 1

L Amourt (keyboard by supervisor) 6

Fig 6 Online Data Elements (Intent( tic Processing)
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Function % Used for Calculation

Charge 100.0

Discharge 99.9

Place Hold 2.0

Trap Hold 2.0

Place ILL 1.2

Trap ILL 1.2

Renew 14.9

DPT. Loan 8.9

Enter Bad Guy 1.4

Clear Bad Guy 1.4

Item Enquire 2.9

User Enquire 1.5

7. Percentage Occurence of Circulation Control Functions

So now the peak data rates have been determined (characters are easier
.112ii: bitsbut bits are more impressive). And now one can call the com-
munications people and tell them what the line requirements are for a
given data type, how they are to be encoded in a certain way, etc. One can

,c study the transaction types and note by batching certain ones how the
speed of the required line is reduced. This is what models are forto tinker
and optimize.

Why, because "leastest is cheapest" which leads to the pricing struc-
ture of telecommunications circuits regardless of who is providing what.
And, as mentioned earlier, pricing for telecommunicating is based cn four
fa( tors: timehow much is consumed and when; typeprivate line or dial
line; qualityhow much conditioning is used and/or bandwidth; and
distancehow far the impulse travels through how many changes.
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Function:

Charge

Transaction Type

validate user

Message Fields/Bytes
Message Type (ExProtocol) Max. Bytes/Transaction

transmit Preamble/18 32
Level 1 User/14

receive (go) Preamble/18 64
Level 2 User/46

receive (no go) Preamble/18 124
Level 2 User/46
CRT Comment/60

validate item transmit Preamble/18 32
Level 1 Item/14

receive (no) Preamble/18 305
Live! 2 Item/177
Ticket Printer/110

receive (no go) Preamble/18
Level 2 Item/177
CRT Comment/60

Fig 8
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Site Level Traffic
Hourly

Beat Multiplier XMIT/Hour RCV/Hour

Bakersf laid I Charge Patron validate XMIT 32 30 00 960 00
(quarter) (all media, RBR and renew) GO RCV 64 29 58 1,A9312

No Go RCV 124 042 52 08
Item validate XMIT 32 75 00 2,40000

GO RCV 305 73 50 22,417 50Peak No Go RCV 255 150 382 50Month October
Day Tuesday Place Hold Patron validate XMIT 32 1 00 32 00Hour 11 am GO RCV 64 099 83 36

No Go RCV 124 0 01 1 24Avg Itemsrpatrcn Item enquire XMIT 205 099 202 952 5 1 Go-Stack RCV 507 0 23 1161/41Nominal chg period Go-Held RCV 78 0 75 58 502 wks No Go RCV 78 0 01 0 78Annual Circulation
(1974-75) Place ILL Patron validate XMIT 32 090 28 8
83,334 GO RCV 64 0 89 56 96Annual hours open No Go RCV 124 n01 1244,082 item enquire XMIT 205 c89 182 45

Go-Stack RCV 50; 001 507
Go-Hold (local) RCV 78 0 21 1838

Go-Donor RCV 720 068 95040'
No Go RCV 78 0 01 0 78

Clear Bad Guy Patron validate XMIT 48 042 19 32
Go RCV 434 U 42 182 28

Clear XMIT 214 042 89 88
Go RCV 588 0 415 241 08

No Go RCV 78 001 078

Item Enquire Item validate XMIT 195 1 00 195 00
Go RCV 507 099 501 93

No Go RCV 78 001 078

Patron Enquire Patron validate XMIT 46 800 27800
Go RCV 1,138 588 6 691 44

No Go RCV 78 0 12 936
XMIT Transmit trom library TOTALS: Hourly' 4,3116.40 33,644 17RCV Rec1/4.ive In library Peak per second. 2 4.4 16.89Two messages received
one at Jonoi site

one at initiating site, Peak bits per second 19.52 149.52

l' ig 9
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Site Level Traffic
Hourly

Bytes Multiplier XMIT/Hour RCV/Hour

Long Beach V Charge Patron validate XMIT 32 112 00 3,584 00
(semester) (all media, RBR and renew) GO RCV 84 110 43 7,067 52

No Go RCV 124 1 57 194 88
Item validate XMIT 32 560 00 17,920 00

GO RCV 305 548 00 1E7,384 00Peak No Go RCV 255 11 20 2,85800Month October
Day Monday Place Hold Patron validate XMIT 32 10 00 320 00
Hour 1 pm GO RCV 64 988 631 04

No t3o RC" 124 014 17 38Avg Items /patron Item enquire XMIT 205 988 2,021 30
51 Go-Stack RCV 507 2 47 4,252 29Nominal chg period Go-Hold RCV 78 730 569 403 wks No Go RCV 78 009 702Annual Circulation

(1974-75) Place ILL Patron validate XMIT 32 10 00 320 00
785,071 GO RCV 84 980 627 20Annual hours open No Go RCV 124 020 24 BO

4,134 Item enquire XMIT 205 980 2,00900
Go-Stack ACV 507 030 152 10

Go-Hold (local) RCV 78 0 111 780
Go-Donor RCV 720 930 13,39200'

No Go RCV 78 0 10 780

Clear Eq.d Guy Patron validate XMIT 46 784 360 64
Go RCV 434 784 3,40256

Clear XMIT 214 764 1,677 76
Go RCV 588 7 76 4,562 88

No Go RCV 78 008 624

Item Enquire Item validate XMIT 195 20 00 3,900 00
Go RCV 507 19 80 9,937 20

No Go RCV 78 040 31 20

Patron Enquire Patron validate XMIT 48 840 386 40
Go RCV 1,138 832 9,46818

No Go RCV 78 008 824

XMIT Transmit from library TOTALS: Hourly: 32,499.10 221,806 49RCV Receive In library Peak per second' 18.08 123.11Two messages received
one at donor site

one at lnItlatIng site, Peak bits per second: 144.48 984 88

Fig I()
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SIN Leni Traffic
Hourly

Bytes Multiplier XMIT/Hour ROY/Hour

Los Angeles IV Charge Petron validate XMIT 32 120 00 3,340 00
(quarter) (all media, ABA and renew) GO RCV 64 118 32 7,572 48

No Go RCV 124 168 208 32
Item validate XMIT 32 300 30 q,&&000

GO RCV 305 294 00 89,670 00
Peak No Go RCV 255 800 1,530 00

Month April
Day Wednesday Place Hold Patron validate XMIT 32 600 192 00
Hour 1 pm GO RCV 64 5 92 378 68

No .. o RCV 124 008 992
Avg Items/patron Item enquire XMIT 205 592 1,21360

2 5 1 Go-Stack RCV 507 0 24 121 68
Hominid chg period Go-Hold RCV 78 568 443 04

term No Go RCV 78 0 01 0 78
Annual Circulation

(1974-75) Place ILL Patron validate XMIT 32 30 00 960 00
506,145 GO ACV 64 29 58 1,89312

Annal hours open No Gc RCV 124 0 42 52 OR
4,875 Item enquire XMIT 205 29 58 6,06390

Go-Stack RCV 507 0 30 152 10
Go-Hold (local) RCV 78 1 18 92 04

Go-Dor,or RCV 720 27 60 40,032 00"
No Go RCV 78 0 30 23 40

Clear Bad Guy Patron validate XMIT 46 10 00 460 00
Go RCV 434 10 00 4,340 00

Clear XMIT 214 10 00 2,14000
Go RCV 588 999 5,874 12

No Go RCV 78 0 01 0 78

Item Enquire Item validate XMIT 195 25 00 4,87500
Go RCV 507 24 50 12,421 50

No Go RCV 78 050 39 00

Patron Enquire Patro i validate XMIT 46 50 00 2,300 00
Go RCV 1,138 49 30 56,103 40

No Go RCV 78 0 70 54 60

XMIT Transmit from library TOTALS. Hourly 31,644 50 221,013.24
RCV Receive in library Peak per second. 1759 122.54
Two messages received
one at donor site

one at initiating site, Peak bits per second 140 64 980 32

Fig
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Site Level Traffic Bytes
Hourly

Multiplier XMIT/Hour F ..:V/Hour

Northridge III Charge Patron validate XMIT 32 100 00 3,200 00(semester) (ail media, RBR and renew) GO ACV 64 98 60 6,31040
No Go RCV 124 1 40 173 6.,

Item validate XMIT 32 300 00 9,60000
GO RCV 305 294 00 89,670 00Peak No Go RCV 255 800 1,50000Month May

Day Monday Place Hold Patron validate XMIT 32 900 288 00Hour CO RCV 64 8 87 567 63
No Go RCV 124 0 13 16 12Avg items/patron Item enquire XMIT 205 887 1,818 35

Go-Stack RCV 507 0 35 177 45Nominal chg period Go-Hold RCV 78 850 633 002 wks No Go RCV 78 002 156Annual Circulation
(1974.75) Place ,LL Patron validate XMIT 32 360 115 20315,849 GO RCV 64 355 227 20Annual hours open No Go RCV '24 005 6204.329 Item enquire XMIT 205 355 727 75

Go-Stack RCV 507 004 20 28
Go-Hold (local) RCV 78 0 14 10 92

Go-Donor RCV 720 3 33 4,795 20*
No Go RCV 78 004 3 12

Clear Bad Guy Patron validate XMIT 46 4 20 193 20
Go RCV 434 4 20 1,822 80

Clear XMIT 214 4 20 898 80
Go RCV 588 4 14 2,434 32

No Go RCV 78 006 488

Item Enquire Item validate XMIT 195 10 00 1,95000
Go RCV 507 980 4,968 60

No Go RCV 78 0 20 15 60

Patron Enquire Patron validate XMIT 46 700 322 00
Go RCV 1,138 690 7,852 20

No Go RCV 78 0 10 780
XMIT Transmit from library TOTALS: Hourly: 19,113 30 121,278.73RCV Receive in library Peak per second 10.62 67.38Two messages received
one at donor site

one at initiating site, Peak bits per second 84 96 539 04

Fig 12
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Please note that how miic;i time is used or is required to be used
depends on what is being communicated and how fast it must becommun-
icated. These, in turn, are a function of the quality of the line used.

Returning to the four examples, and assuming a conditioned, private
line was rented, it would cost four times as much to handle the communi-
cation traffic from a large campus as it would to handle that for a small
campus This is the cost of quality.

And, to digress and review the relative cost of line quality, at a
nominal fifty bits-per-second the cost-per-mile-per-month let's say is x
cents Then, the cost for 150 bits-per-second would be 4x and the cost for
one megabit-per-second (the "TI" circuit) would be 800x And, naturally,
there will be a library ot two somewhere that will require the high speed,
"Tl" channel!

An alternative to one "T I channel" might be several channels of lower
quality, and that's what models are for. In this instance, more lines mean
more monthly access charges. Others will review the Centrex/PBX/E-
PABX situation and the rate increases targeted for them. They resemble the
confusion in rate changes and in the regulations surrounding telecom -

munic ations in general At least librarians will be able to spot the trouble
spots before theN explode, by understanding how a simple check-out
transaction can be translated into a specification for a communication
line
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Telecommunications For Libraries

he term telecommunications encompasses the electronic transmission of
voice, data and video information from one, location to another, and
includes all physical equipment, software and procedures used in trans-
mitting and receiving that information. Libraries' approaches to telecom-
munications are undergoing rapid change because of rising
telecommunication; costs, emerging technologies and the changing needs
of libraries

k.hanging Needs

Librarians' needs arc changing most significantly in the area of data
communications- telecommunication between terminals and computers
and among computers During the 1980s, increasing nambers of remote
terminals are being linked to computers as libraries implement patron
ac c ess c atalogs, more consortia install shared automated systems, and use
of remote databases continues to grow.

Hie spec lid data communications needs of libraries are complicated
by the fact that most local library systems are mini( omputer based, whereas
most bibliographic utility, commercial bibliographic service, and remote
dat ibase vendors' systems are configured around mainframe computers

otnputers and mainframes communic ate differently, the former nor-
mally use asym bionous transmission, the latter synchronous. Most of the
literature on data communication emphasizes sync hronous transmission.

Sync turmoils transmission requires a tnec hanism at each end of the
communu anons channel to sync hronize the transmitter and receiver An
asym tuotious system uses "dumb- terminals which the «impute' re«ig-

43
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noes by identifying the p .t of the computer into which the signal is
directed. Synchronous transmission uses the telecommunications media
more efficiently than asynchronous transmission, but the terminals and
communications equipment are usually more expensive.

There is another significant difference between the communications
requirements of mini- and mainframe-based systems. Mini - based systems
usually involve communications over relatively short distances (fewer than
100 miles) often, in fact, distances of only a few humired feet. Users
generally require a limited number of linkages rather than a complex,
multinode telecommunications network. The remote terminals linked to a
mainframe computer are often widely dispersed, with many over 1000
miles distant from the central computer.

When there is a need to access a minicomputer from more than a few
hundred feet away, the options are limited by the fact that there is no
standard communicatio protocol for minis. A turnkey vendor may sell a
library or consortium an automated library system which permits resource
sharing among those who share the computer, but it will probably not
offer the capability to interface or electronically link the system with other
mini-based systems in the area. It also may not offer the software support
which enables the dumb terminals to be used to access remote mainframe-
based systems such as Auto-Graphics, Baker & Taylor, Brodart, BRS,
Dialog, Dun and Bradstreet, Ebsco, Faxon, OCLC, RL1N, UTLAS, etc.
Most of the interfaces which are offered either transfer information from
the screen of a terminal of a bibliographic utility system through the
printer port and into a local system, or support dial access to a remote
database service through a VAV (Value Added Network) %Or -2h provides
special protocol conversion support.

Communications protocols were developed for mainframe computers
because the manufacturers had enough users with numerous terminals
distant from their mainframes to require sophisticated data communica-
tions. IBM's dominant position in the industry led to it setting thede facto
industry standard No industry-wide protocols exist for microcomputers,
but most now have software packages which allow them to function as
intelligent terminals to mainframe computers.

Because of the mix of requirements experienced by libraries, a great
deal of work needs to be done to meet their changing needs in the area of
data communications. This would be true even if costs and technologies
were stable

Changing Costs

Costs ate changing even more tapidly than needs In early 1984 the
Federal Communications Commission, Congress, and the courts were
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grappling with the final details of the AT&T divestiture. Despite the
unsettled state of the industry, it was clear that costs would rise. While the
news media have emphasized the purchase of telephone equipment, the
right to own a telephone is not an effect of divestiture. It came about several
years ago as the result of earlier deregulation. It will continue to be possible
to lease equipment at rates which are close to the current averages through
1985.

Businessesincluding librarieswhich leased telephone equipment
from a local Bell Company are now customers of AT&T Information
Systems (AT&T = IS). Under divestiture, all existing equipment leased
from a Bei! operating company (BOC) now belongs to AT&T-IS. The
agreements made with a BOC will continue to be 1 :onored by AT&T-IS. A
business customer can choose to purchase the existing equipment, of new
equipment, from AT&T-IS or from any one Df several competitors. Not all
existing equipment w it go up for sale at the same time, but by late 1985a11
customers will have been given the opportunity to purchase their existing
systems. No customers will be required to buy their existing systems;
however , after 1 January 1986 there will be no long-term protection against
future increases in lease rates or maintenance charges.

Rate changes are a potentially greater concern because they affect
libraries' operating budgets rather than their capital budgets. Direct-dial
long distance charges are actually expected to drop because long-distance
revenues will no longer be used to subsidize local calling. The expected
Intense competition between AT&T and other long distance companies
such as MCI, Sprint, and TDX may also force prices down.

The area of dramatic price increases will be local dial-up service and
leased or dedicated line service. This will affect voice and data transmission
because both are presently moved mainly over telephone lines. Most video
transmission uses alternative transmission media The average bill for a
business user of the telephone system will rise by 50 percent if no steps are
taken to change the pattern of use of telecommunications facilities.

Local dial-up services will increasingly be converted to measured
service, with rates for limited use of the telephone system comparable to
those v.-hic h now prevail, but with extra charges ror calls in excess of a
monthly minimum and for time in excess of a monthly minimum. For
most libraries, this will affec t only voice commune anon because data and
video communication are generalh,, over leased of dedicated lines.

Leased or dedicated voice-grade telephone lines have been the main-
stay of data «immunicaion. In the past, the rates for suc h lines have been
between $4 and $11 per mile per month for limited distances and substan-
tially less for interstate lines 'These rates are now expected to rise 60 pen ent
or more It will, therefore, be more important than ever to MaX11111/C the
number of terminals sharing a single lox al telephone line This can be
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done using spec ial hardware that is already available. In most cases the
choices will be under the control of individual libraries.

The bibliographic utilities and other remote services present a more
difficult problem for libraries because they are accessed through special
networks. OCLC, for example, has over 260 leased lines serving 5400
terminals in libraries across the United States. Because the OCLC system is
configured around mainframes, the telecommunications network operates
synchronously at speeds of 2400 bps and is designed to work exclusively
with a custom protocol. Each multidrop circuit services an average of
twenty-five terminals. Under the old tariff structure, annual telecom muni-
c ations billings to OCLC were $6 5 million; under the new tariff, the figure
is expected to increase to more than $11 million. It will require a major
overall system redesign to limit the amount of the increase. While this may
be regarded as an appropriate role for the utility, it is of great interest to the
libraries because, were OCLC to change the network in such a way as to
make existing terminals and modems in libraries unusable on the new
network, the libraries would have to replace $23 million worth of
hardware.

New Technologies

The anticipated rise in telecommunications costs has stimulated
interest in telecommunications technologies other than the telephone
system, but it did not spawn them. Most of the emerging technologies have
been under development for more than a decade and are now maturing
stiff lc len tly to be seriously considered. Among the alternative technologies
are microwave, satellite and cable television. Within a building, t:,e
emphasis is on LANs (Loc,.I Area Networks), which use coaxial or fiber
optic able to move information.

It should not be assumed that whatever is technologically feasible can
be implemented, It typically takes fifteen years from the time that some-
thing is technologically feasible until it is in widespread use. There are
numerous obstacles to the adoption of a new technology; economics,
marketing priorities, and legal and attitudinal constraints. These will be
discussed in the context of the specific technologies,

In order to deal with the c hanger in needs, costs and tec hnologies,
librarians will have to develop a basic knowledge of Rice-or/mimic ations.
The next set tion seeks to provide a minimum foundation.

Transmitting Information

Any tele«immunuations medium distorts the information transmit-
ted our it A distal, . signal suffers degradation as it is transmitted. As the
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transmission speed increases, the distortion becomes greater; and as the
distance of the transmission increases, the signals also fade.

In addition, "noise" is introduced by external influences on the line.
At high transmission speeds, the strength of the noise becomes comparable
with that of the signal and errors will occur in the interpretation of the
information being tramsmitted. In all electronic circuitry, there is also a
steady continuing background of internal random noise, known as "ther-
mal noise." As the atoms in the communication medium vibrate, they send
out electromagnetic waves resulting in a chaotic jumble of electromagnetic
waves of all frequencies that provide additional interference to all elec-
tronic communication.

If the signal being transmitted fades too much, it becomes irretrievably
mixed with the thermal noise. Once this occurs, the two streams can never
be separated. And if the signal is amplified, the noise will be amplified
with it. If the information is transmitted too quickly or too far, the signal
drowns in the noise. To avoid significant distortion in transmissions over
long distances, lower speeds must be used. Voice transmission is not
significantly affected by these limitations, but data and video information
are affected because the amount of information to be transmitted makes it
important that high transmission speeds be achieved.

Analog v. Digital Transmission

There are basically two Ifferent ways in which information of any
type can be transmitted over telecommunications media"analog" and
"digital." This distinction applies not only to the type of transmission, but
also to the basic characteristics of the medium through which the com-
munication is made Most telephone lines are do signed to carry analog
transmissions In an analog transmission a continuous range of frequen-
t les is generated. A basic signal is always present and information content
is transmitted as variations in the nature of that signal. Light, sound, radio
waves, and the signals passing along telephone wires are all described in
terms of frequent y. The signal at a given point oscillates rapidly just as the
string of a musical instrument oscillates when plucked. The rate of oscilla-
tion is referred to as the frequency and is described in terms of cycles per
second

Normally the soundor lightreaching the senses does not cons,st of
one single frequency but of many frequencies or a continuous band of
frequencies all traveling together. The human voice is a jumble of different
frequent les The same is true of the elecn :Lai and radio signals of telecom-
mun ic ations Usually there is not one single frequency but a collection
or bandof fi NUM( ies occ upying a given range.
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Digital transmission, on the other hand, consists of a pattern of pulses.
There is no continuous signal but rather an intermittent pattern of pres-
ence or absence of signals A stream of bitsON/OFF pulsesis transmit-
ted noncon:...,;.-_,usly, in the same manner that data is handled in computer
circuits. It is possible to transmit such data at an extremely high bit rate,
except ever voice-grade (analog) telephone lines or other analog media.
Some phone lines have been designed specifically to carry digital data.
However, these exist in only a few areas. For most data comtnunication
using analog phone lines devices known as modems are used to convert the
digital data signals into analog signals for transmission over the analog
lines.

Any communications mediumwire pairs, high-capacity coaxial
cables, microwave radio links, satellites, and new transmission media,
such as fiber opticscan be designed as either an analog or digital
medium. If the path is designed to be analog, it will use amplifiers to
maintain the signal strength. If the path is digital, it will use repeaters to
rer,enerate the bit patterns and pass them on. A repeater is a power-driven
de is e that detects the bits being sent and then retransmits them with their
original strength and sharpness. It catches the bit stream before it is
submerged in noise and separates it from the noise by creating it afresh.
Consequently, very high transmission rates can be achieved provided that
the repeatei s are sufficiently close together to catch the bit pattern before it
degenerates into noise. On a communications line, the repeaters can be
small, inexpensive, solid -state devices.

Bandwidth

The different physical media used for telecommunications vary
widely in their transmission capacity. A coaxial cable, for example, can
transmit far more information than a simple pair of wires. Analog lines,
suc li as most telephone lines, can handle differing data transmission rates
depending on the characteristic s of the modems used. A medium's capacity
is described in terms of "bandwidth."

Bandwidth refers to the range of frequencies that a channel can
transmit. Bandwidth is quoted in "Hew" or cycles per second; or more
commonly in kiloherti (kHz), the number of thousands of cycles per
second, or meg:thert/ (mHz), the number of millions of cycles per second.

The bandwidth of a regular analog telephone channel is about 3 kHz
and it normally transmits frequencies from about 300 to 3400 hertz, the
range needed for transmitting the human voice. Special techniques can be
used to raise the irequency base to high frequent ies over 8000 kilohertz but
this does not change bandwidth which remains at 3 kilohertz. Bandwidth
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indicates nothing about the frequency of the transmission; it indicates only
the range frequencies the medium can accommodate.

The capacity of a channel for carrying information is proportional to
its bandwidth. k channel with a bandwidtn of 30 kilohertz can carry ten
times as many bits of computer information per second as a channel of 3
kilohertz. If the speed of transmission is doubled, the time taken to relay the
information is halved. Doubling the speed doubles the frequency and also
doubles the bandwidth used.

Video transmission requires substantially greater capacity than data
transmission and, therefore, is usually accomplished over coaxial cable in
a limited area and over microwave and satellite transmission media when
long distances are involved.

Telephone :.fines and Linkages

The great advantage of the public telephone network for data trans-
mission is its widespread availability. There are telephones virtually every-
where, and wherever there is a telephone, a data transmission device can be
connected to the line. However, since the phone system was originally
designed to transmit the continuous frequencies of the human voice, it uses
an analog signal necessitating the use of modems or other devices to
transmit digital data.

There are two common methods of establishing a telephone linkage
dial access and the use of a leased or dedicated line. Almost all voice
communication employs dial cess, while much communication involves
either use of a leased line , onnecting a single terminal to a single computer
or the sharing of a It-ased line among a number of terminals using multi-
plexing techniques to link them t a single computer. Video transmission
also relies on leased lines when telephone lines are used.

Dial Access

The dial access or dial-up approach is normally used for voice com-
munication. It can also be used for data transmission The telephone line
can be used for voice communication when not in use for data
transmission.

All dial-up tfsiepbone service is publicly switched. In other words the
lines are switched through public exchanges or central offices to make
temporary connections.

Dial access is appropriate for situatir where a specific terminal-
computer linkage is of relatively short and infrequent duratioui.e.,
e-.,moiling only a few doicn transactions a day. The efficiency of dial access,
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however, is reduced by the same limitations that apply to regular telephone
trafficpeak period loads that make connections difficult to establish and
restricted t! ansmission speeds.

Until recently, a major advantage of using dial-up telephone "acilities
f 7r terminal-computer linkage was economic. Most such installations are
within local areas where relatively short distances are involved and local
calling rates apply. However, this situation is changing as telephone
'-ompanies revise their pricing structure and charge business and institu-
tional users by the minute for local telephone calls. Costs a7e expected to
r se further as local rates are restructured to absorb the loss of revenue from
long-distance traffic attendant upon the breakup of AT&T. The cost of
local dial-up service is expected to increase 60 percent or more between
early 1984 and the end of 1985.

Certain technical aspects of dial access of dial access linkage limit the
extent to which tech -Ines to increase the speed of data communications
and thus I -wer the costscan be applied. Iransmiss:on speed, which is
usually expressed in "baud"one baud being one signal element per
secondis the major factor. With voice-grade telephone litt and regular
modems, the practical upper limit is 1800 baud. Higher speed modems are
available. They achieve faster data transmission by encoding more data
hits in a bad. For example, a modem operating at 1200 baud, but encoding
two hits it a baud, effectively transmits data at 2400 bits per second (bps).
Some modems will cramsmit data over voice-grade lines at 4800 and 9600
bps. A penalty is paid for the very high speed in increased en-or rates and
modem costs. Consequently it is commor to limit transmission speeds over
voice lines to 4800 hits per second. Unfortunately, the "dumb" terminals
used in most local library systems mandate the use of a particular type of
modem in dial-up mode effec tively limiting the speed of transmission to
1200 bp,

Leased Lines

A leased line may he permanently connected via the local telephone
company switc hing office; but it would not be connected to rho switching
gem and signaling devices of that office On the other hand, an interoffice
leas, 11 «mt, -ction would use the same physical link, as the switched

irc tuts It would not, however, have to carry the signaling that is neede0
on a switched hoe

Other Types of Telecommunications Lines

Although in many parts of the United States phone «unpi-nes offer
Datphotic Digital Serve (DDS) as an alternative to you e-grade analog
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lines with pre-1984 tariffs, there were virtually no cost savings to be realized
through using DDS even though modems are not required on equipment
attached to such lines. However, they offer greater reliability and better
performance There is some evidence that digital phone service will be
more attractively priced in the future.

Data communications can be handled through lines other than tele-
phone line Telegraph lines, which have a much lower speed of transmis-
sion than voice-grade telephone lines, may be permanently connected, or
they may be dialed like a telephone line, using a switched public network.
Telex is similar; it exists throughout most of the world, permitting trans-
mission at 50 bits per second. Telex users can set up international connec-
tions to other countries. Some countries have a switched public network
that operates at a somewhat higher speed than Telex, but at lower speed
than the telephone hues. In the United States, the TWX network offers
speeds up to 150 bits per second. All of these communications lines are
designated "Arbvoice grade" because they are slower than telephone lines.

Advantages of Leased Lines

Given the changes in dial access pricing,struc tures and the number of
transactions per remote terminal per day (300 or more), most libraries can
justify leasing a line. The cost now varies from $4 to $1 I per munth per
mile, but it can be expected to rise dramatically in the next few years.

Then are some rca! advantages in using lease° lines that are perman-
ently connected

If it is tc be used for more than a given number of hours per day, the
leased line is less expensive than the dial-up or switched line. If it is used
for only a half an hour per day, it is more expensive. The "break-even
point" depends on the actual changes, which, in turn, depend on the
mileage of the circuit, but It is likely to be of the order of an hour to three
hours per day.

2 Leased lines can be spec Lilly treated or "conditioned" to compensate for
the distortion they exhibit. Through conditioning, the number of data
emus c an be 'educed or, alternatively, a higher transmission rate ( an be
ac h 'eyed. The switched mnnection, on the other hand, cannot condi-
tioned beforehand, because it is not known what path the circuit will
take. A switched link established when dialing on one occasion is likely
to follow a quite different physical path from that obtained by dialing at
another tune, and there are a large number of possible paths. Modems
are row available that condition dynamic ally and adjust to whatever
mime( non they are used on These devices enable higher speeds to be
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obtained over switched circuits but they are expensive. The common
carriers charge extra for conditioning.

3. Conditioned leased lines can often transmit information at a higher
rate. Switched voice lines usually carry telephone company signaling
within the bandwidth that can be used for data. Consequently, data
transmission machines must be designed 'o that the data does not
interfere with the common carrier's signaling. With some machines,
this also makes the capacity available for data transmission somewhat
less than that over a leased line. A common rate over a switched line in
the 1960s was 1200 bits per second, whereas '400 bits per second was
common over a specially conditioned, leased line. Because of improved
modem designs. ;t is probable that in the 1980s speeds of 3600 bits per
second over su tched lines and 9600 bits per second over conditioned,
leased lines will become common. Already some modems transmit at
higher speeds than 3600 bits per second over public voice-grade lines.

The cost advantage of swat( lied lines will dominate if the terminal has only
low usage

Value Added Networks

Value Added Networks (VANS) such as Telenet, Tymnet and Unmet
lease multiple lines from the telephone companies at substantial discounts
and resell the capacity in smaller chunks for data communication. Most
users dial up into a local node of a VAN and then pay for the time they use
at an hourly rate of $5 to $7 per hour. The rate structures are such that only
communication over state lines or distances of more than 200 miles are cost
effective VANS provide more than discounted telecommunications lines,
however They add value by introducing network controllers which pro-
vide prouxols for communicating among various systems. Most libraries
using the BRS, Dialog and SDC database services access 'hest systems with
an asviic hronous terminal through a VAN whit h converti, the protocol to
the synchronous one used by the host computers.

Simplex, Half-Duplex and Full-Duplex Lines

The lines in a telecommunications system may transmit in one direc-
tion only or in both directions There are two types of lines which can
handle transmissions in both dire( eons. those capable of transmitting in
both dire( turns at the same time and those "anahle of transmitting in only
one di rectior at a time Ac cording to their direc tional transmission charac-
teristic s, Imes are c la ssified as simplex, half duplex or full duplex. In North
Amenca these terms have the following meanings.
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simplex lines transmit in one direction only,
half duplex lines can transmit in either direction, but in only one

direction at a time; and
full-duplex lines transmit in both directions at once.

Thus, one full-duplex line is equivalent to two simplex lines or two
half-duple lines used in opposite directions. A full-duplex line is often
referred to simply as a duplex line. If data is relayed in half-duplex mode,
there must be a pause at the end of a transmission to allow a reversal in line
direction before a reply can be transmitted and received. The delay during
which the direction of the transmission is reversed, is called the line
tt naround time. For full-duplex transmission two channels would be
usedone transmitting in each direction.

Simplex and half-duplex data transmission require two wires to com-
plete an electrical circuit. Usually a four-wire circuit is needed for full-
duplex transmission. There is, however, an ingenious way to build what is,
in effect, a four-wire circuit out of two wiresthe bandwidth of the lines is
split into two separate frequency bands, one of which is used for transmis-
sion in one direction and the other for transmissions in the opposite
direction. This is referred to as line splitting and produces an "equivalent
four-wire" circuit. Although the technique uses only two wires it works as
though there were four wires of half the bandwidth. This approach per-
mits full-duplex operation on two-wire circuits. Data transmission
machines often have specific requirements as to whether they require a
two-wire or four-wile circuit.

.)ublic telephone lines in North America are half-duplex in operation. It
is only with leased telephone lines that the user has a choice betw,-en half
duplex and full duplex. In North America, full-duplex lines generally cost
10 percent more than half-duplex lines.

In North America, simplex lines are not generally used because, even if
information is being sent in only one direction, control signals are nor-
m- y required to be sent back to the transmitting end

.vIany data transmission links use half-duplex lines thus allowing the
movement of transmittal control signals and the occurrence of two-way
"conversational" transmissions. (in some systems full-duplex lines pro-
% ide more eff lc lent use of the :Ines at little extra line cost. A full-duplex line
often , osts little more than a half-duplex line. However, data transmission
machines that can take advantage of full-duplex lines are more expensive
than those that use half-duplex lines. Half-duplex transmission is, there-
in! e, mote common at present, although this situation might well c hange
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Communications Hardware

In the past libraries have leased hardware ()ice communication from
the local telephone company and data comm. a t ions hardware from the
same source that provides other computing hardware. However, it is likely
that in the future libraries will seek to deal directly with firms specializing
in telecommunications equipment. In that case, care must be taken to
ensure that all hardware will be compatible and that selections anticipate
future as well as current needs. This section describes the major hardware
options.

Telephones
Most installed telephones are equipped with a rotary dial, but for several

years subscribers have had the option of "touch-tone" or push button
equipment which sends electronic pulses suitable for communicating with
computer equipment. Rota; y equipment is less expensive to lease or
purchase. The lease rate for rotary equipment supplied by AT&T is set at
$1.50 per month through the end of 1985, while touch-tone equipment is
priced at $2.85 per month. Jrchase existing equipment is $19.95 and
$41.95 respectly ely. The touch-tone approach has the advantage of provid-
ing access to the various long distance services such as MCI. After dialing
the telephone numi:,-r of a computer, the touch-tone equipment can be
used to enter an accouat number. The typical purchaser can recover the
investment in purchased equipment in less than two years. -T1 e purchaser
assumes financial :lability for mamtena: ce whc n hecquipment is owntd.

Private Branch Exchanges
When the number of lines at a location exceeds sixteen it becomes

prat tical to consider a Private Branch Exchange (PBX), a switchi ng device
for both internal and external calling. Rec ' ntly, the manufacturers of such
equipment have started to offer models which can accommodate both voice
and data communication. While this equipment is available from AT&T,
the majority of recent installations have featured equipment from a
number of smaller vendors. The cost is usually 31000 to $2000 per line. The
cost per line drops when hundreds of lines are supported.

Modems or Data Sets
As previously described; many of th - communication ;Ines over win( h

data are sent are designed for analog transmissionnot digital. If compu-
ter da ta is to tw sent over such analog lines and there is no PB X wit1 digital
capability, it is necessary to convert the digital bit stream into an analog
signal using a modem or data set
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A modem converts the hit stream that leaves the computer into a range of
frequencies suitable for transmitting over the analog communication line;
then, at the other end of the line, a similar modem converts this range of
frequencies back into a bit stream that replicates the original data stream.
The modem tailors the signal to fit into the range of frequencies that the
communication line handles without undue distortion of the signal.
Modems range in price from a few hundred to several thousand dollars
depending on the data r, c for which they are designed.

Most telegraph lines and most wideband lines of higher capacity than
telephone lines are analog. Similarly, most of the microwave radio links
spanning North America operate in analog, not digital, mode. These
links, therefore, m.' also employ modems when they transmit digital
signals. If microwave links or any other communication facility were
designed specifically for data transmissionas may happen in the
futurethey would be digital in operation, with digital repeaters, and thus
would not require modems.

Multiplexers
Terminals loc aced in groups at remote sites may be "multiplexed" on a

single line using data terminal equipment designed to combine the trans-
missions of multiple terminals into one composite signal. Several termi-
nals may be connected to a single multiplexer and at the other end of the
line over which the signal is transmitted an identical multiplexer reconsti-
tutes the original input from each terminal. In the case of a minicomputer,
11- equipment mutes the signals to the appropriate ports of the computer
or to yet another multiplexer. Neither terminal equipment nor the wmpu-
ter hardware or software need be changed when multiplexing is under-
taken Either dial-up or leased lines may be used with multiplexers. Most
multiplexers have built-in modems.

I here are several multiplexing techniques, the most cost effective of
w hu h is usually statistic al multiplexing A statistical multiplexer uses a
small mu roprocessor and a buffer memory so that data can be stored
temporarily dunng periods of peak ac tii.ity. This permits more terminals
to share a line because the "st it mux," as it is often called, smooths out the
traffic flow. It allocates the shared line in such a way that up to eight
fel mina's, eat h operating at 1200 bps, ( an share a single 1200 baud you e-
grade u lephone line transmitting at 21(K) bps. Another term now more
( ommonlv used b) manufat turers of this high (aim( ity equipment is data
roweritrator.

Sta: muxrs tpu,t111, cost from $2,500 to $10,000 cad h depending upon
the number of temunals they handle and whetlr they Inc hide a built-in
modem A Ink of thumb is to budget $2000 pet teumnal I he spec IA
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modems required for use with data concentrators may cost as much as
$6000 a pair.

It is possible to network stat muxes or data concentrators. For example
several terminals at a branch library may share a multiplexer that is
connected to another multiplexer through a pair of modems. In turn the
second multiplexer connects with yet another multiplexer. Several other
terminals may also come intr- 'tie third multiplexer directly and all may
share a single line to the cer,. al processor. The multiplexer at the central
site splits all the transmissions among the appropriate ports of the
computer.

The advantage to c oncentrating terminals is realized when the costs of
the individual telephone lines (if any) from the terminals to the multiplex-
ers, the telecommunications hardware and the shared multiple line
charges are added up and found to be less than the cost of the larger number
of individual telephone lines and modems

Multidrop Concentrators
Related to the data concentrator is the "muludrop concentrator." This

deuce allows a single telephone line to connect individual terminals or
c lusters of terminals which are muludroppedi.e , configured with nodes
at several points along the telephone line rather than just at each end. The
muludrop concentrator at the central site a processorwould poll or
communicate with all of the node concentrators in round-robin fashion.
Unlike the polling techniques used in synchronous communication, intel-
ligent terminals are not required. The cost of a muludrop concentrator is
$3500 4 more 1:..A1 he node concenLators cost up to $2500 each.

Port Concentrators
Another related piece of telecommunications hardware is the port

concentrator or intelligent port selector. It allows one computer port to
communicate with several terminals, not just in dial-up situations, but
also when leased lines are used. As a transmission comes in, It is directed to
any vacant port rather than to a port preassigned to that particular termi-
nal I 'nlike the other multiplexing devices disc ussed, a pert concentrator
does require some changes in the computer system software.

Non-Telephone Options

The thinking on the design of data corn mi.n u at ions systems is c hang-
ing No longer are tele«immunu at ions netwoi ks seen as being composed
of one «immunu anon,' medium Development is moving toward a mul-
timedia approach v., Ilic h combines telephone with one or more other
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media such as satellitescost effective for distances in excess of 700 miles,
microwave and cable televisionfor local transmission, and Local Area
Networks (LANs) for short distances. Implementation of multimedia data
linkages is likely to be hampered by high start-up costs and by FCC
regulations which require that data communications applications using
media other than the telephone lines be licensed.

Satellites
Satellite channels offer very high speed and capacity because the

frequency is in the billion cycles-per-second range. Satellite channels also
provide low error rates because they are not subject to atmospheric
interferences.

In order to utilize a satellite for voice, data or video communication,
the user must have a connection to the central office of the satellite
communications vendor The local telecommunication loop as it is called
usually utilizes local telephone lines to transmit the voice or data to the
terrestrial (earth-based) sta ion. Video is usually sent to the terrestrial
station over a specialized cable linkage or by microwave.

The major costs in establishing a satellite circuit are those of the
terrestrial stations which exchange signals with the satellite, the central
office facilities and the satellite itself.

The cost of an earth station capable of both transmitting and receiving
is approximately $70,000. The satellites cost millions of dollars each to
build and place into orbit. Because capacity is limited there is great
competition for access to the facilities. Lease costs for a satellite
transponder capable of supporting the equivalent of 1000 telephone
linesbegin at about $13 million per year. A single 56-Kbit (56,000 bits per
second) circuit costs at least $10,000 per month.

Since the satellite is in orbit 22,300 miles above the earth, it will always
appear stationary vis-à-vis the ground station and the signal always travels
approximately the same distance. The cost of using the channel is, there-
fore, the same whether the sites being connected are Washington and Los
Angeles or Washington and Baltimore. It is generally not cost effective to
use satellite communication for distances ;honer than 700 miles because
tdephone lines or miciowaes involve lower fixed costs and thus lower
rites

Microwave
MI( rowaxe «nnin tin u at ion is the most «)m mon lot in of ten estnal of

eat th-ba sec! long distan«e transmission fol voice, data and video A single
it rowave transmission can c any 600 to 1800 voi«' c hannels. using spat e
as the transmission medium, not rowaves are beamed from an origination
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point at which many indi ridual messages have been collected by telephone
lines, cable or other means. Because transmission of the microwave beam
requires a straight, uninterrupted sine-of-sight path, the transmitting
towers are sited on hills or tall buildings to minimize interference. Usually
towers are placed no more than thirty miles apart. Greater distances are not
practical because the curvature of the earth causes the message stream to go
into space rather than remain earthbound.

When transmission volume is high and distances exceed twenty-five
miles, microwave usually is less expensive than telecommunication
options which require the laying of special cables. This is particularly true
when right-of-way must be obtained for cables. However, atmospheric
interference is a factor; rain can cause severe transmission problems with
microwave communications. Moreover, in metropolitan areas where
many short microwave links exist, the available spectrum is becoming
crowded and further installations are not possible.

The cost of constructing a single line-of-sight microwave tower is
approximately $50,000. Maintenance costs art-. approximately $250 per
channel per year. It is normally not practical to construct a microwave
network for a group of libraries because the transaction levels are not high

)ugh to offset the high start-up costs. It is sometimes possible to utilize
excess capacity in existing fire, police or educational microwave systems.
The ma.,Dr risk of this arrangement is that the excess capacity may eventu-
ally be ( laimed by the original users and service to the libraries discon
inued. It must also be kept in mind that telephone lines or other linkages
,etvieen the libraries and the microwave facilities will represent a major

ongoing cost

Cable TV
There has been «msiderable inurest in the use of cable television

sy stems for data and video transmission. As with tel}...lione lines the cables
( an be used to transmit data exclusively or intermingled with other
in fermi t ion

Cable as a «immum. at ions medium offers high capacity, speed an.:
relatively widespread availability However, to install a cable system spe-
(ifi( ally and solely to link a number of sites whit h wish to exc hange voice,
data or video communications is prohibitively expensive except in very
lo( allied, high volume situations It involves getting the ( able to all of to
locations and the installation of equipment to link the telephone, compu-
ter system and or y ideo facilities to the (able network.

Vole o omrnunication is rarely transmitted over ( able television fa( ili-
i les There is t uirently only one ( able television «nripany win( h has
plo ided a cable-based data ( ommunications system Manhattan Cable
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The company provides cable-based data communications to 200 high-
vot me banking and financial customers through an installation of only
sev teen miles of cable. Each account contributes at least $200,300 a year
to Manhattan Cable's revenue. Applications for licenses to use cable in this
way have been filed in only four other communities

The use of cable for video is widespread. Libraries have been relatively
successful in having cable facilities and access provided as part of the
franchise agreement between a community and a cable company.

There is not yet enough experience to permit judgment of whether or
not cable is a viable alternative for voice and data communication, but
claims have been made by enthusiasts that if voice and data communica-
tion were to piggy-back on a cable television system, the costs could be
reduced 10 to 40 percent below that of current telephone communications.

There are, however, constraints, especially with regard to the use of
cabie television systems for data communication. The medium must be
capable of two-way/interactive communication. At the simplest level, a
terminal operator needs to transmit a search request and be able to receive
the results of the searchi.e., to transmit a message requesting that . item
be placed on hold and to receive confirmation that the message has arrived.
In practical, economic terms such capabilities are only available on cable
television systems which have been designed as two-way systems. Only 1
percent of the U.S. communities which have cable television have ouch
two-way services. Even in installations with this capability, library use of a
cable channel for data communications requires that the system have spare
channels not currently devoted to other applications. The majority of
installed systems do not have spare capacity although most recently
awarded franchises do have a number of unused channels.

Should a I,brary be in a situation in which both of these requirements
are met, the way is still not dear for the use of cable as a data communica-
tions medium because most cable companies are not yet interested in
supporting data communication Factors such as company priorities and
economic s will be keystones in determining the future of the medium.
Until cable com nies are convinced that data communicatim. will be
profitable and within their technical capabilities, little will happen. At
present, no library in the United States is using cable as an operational
system for data delivery.

While c able has the potential to offer litter and cheaper channels for
data transfer, quality control e an also he a problemsome systems do not
°fier satisfactory perfortnan«..

Local Area Networks
their has been a g-teat dual of promotion of Local Aea Net-

orks-1 r , thew it mg of a building or contiguous buildings to permit
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voice, data and video systems to be plugged in and interconnected. The
most widely advertised systems are Ethernet, Xerox's X10, and Wangnet.
While Ethernet is now supported by 34 companies, the claimed compati-
bility is nothing more than an undertaking by the equipment manufactur-
ers to stay out of on another's way; equipment from different vendors can
share the channel but cannot exchange information. Xerox's LAN is
supported by only a few companies and Wangnet can only accommodate
that c impany's hardware.

The cost of an interface between any piece of equipment and Ethernet
is now $950, but this may drop to $300 or $400. If a new building is
prewired, there can be cost savings for connecting compatible pieces of
equipment without having to lay new cables.

Transmission media for local area networks include twisted-pair wire,
baseband and broadband coaxial cable, and fiber optics cable. The most
popular are the two types of coaxial cable. In baseband systems the infor-
mation is encoded as a digital signal that is transmitted directly; only one
signal can be present at any instant, and the signal uses the entire band-
width. When used for data communication, a Laseband system can have a
data rate of 50 megabits per second; broadband can support 200 megabits
per second. A broadband system permits several information signals to be
present simultaneously.

Baseband systemsthe type most widely marketed as LANsare
no ly limited to 1.5 miles and can support hundreds of nodes. The
cable costs are 10 to 15 cents per foot plus installation. Broadband tech-
niques can support distances of up to 200 miles at cable costs of 1.5 to 25
cents per foot plus installation A number of college campuses are plan-
ning the installation of bioadband systems for voice, data and video
communication.

Fiber Optics
Fiber optic ables are beginning to appear in short distance, high-

capacity communicatIons situations. Fiber optics is the technology of
producing glass or plastic ables through which light can pass for long
distances with only a slight loss of inteusity. A laser is used as the lib!, t-
produc ing medium It is possible to transmit much more information in
the Ionia of light than as electrons through onventional copper or coaxial
cables of comparable diameter.

In the next ten years fiber optic able is expected to displace both
conventional telephone lines and coaxial c abler in high volume «mnmum-
canons environmen, s Microwave, now isually used for high traffic c orn-
immic at ions over distances of 25 to 700 miles, is also expec ted to lxw all« ted
b; the growth Of libel optic systems
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Video Communication, a Special Case

The distribution of video has been very limited outside the commer-
cial television industry due to lack of adequate transmission facilities.
While available telephonic communications systems will support voice
and data communication in a reasonable and cost-effective manner, they
do not provide adequate facilities for video communications.

The appropriate medium for video communications requirements
will continue to be provided by a cable system separate from the telephone
system. The system may be a cable television system or a LAN, and it may
be dedicated to video communications or shared with voice and data
communications.

As was mentioned earlier, there are two types of cable systems
availablebaseband and broadband. The baseband offers a fraction of the
,apacity of a broadband and can be carried as a "channel" on a broadband
system Baseband systems can be compatible with broadband systems and
may be useful in intrabilding networks. However, broadband cable sys-
tems are superior for muuibuilding networks when video distribution is
contemplates. ' a general rust, broadband single 1.5 -inch coaxial cable
with a 300 mHz ygnal will support thirty video circuits. A video channel
requires a 6 mHr andwidth.

Evaluation of Near-Term Options

Because of the changing needs of libraries and changes in the costs of
telecommunications, librarians managing automated systems will need to
periodic ally reexamine their telecommunications approaches. If a
library's telecommunications costs are more than $1000/month or have
risen more than 20 percent in the past year, a review should be undertaken.
In the near-term this will consist of reevaluating the use of telephone
systems, in the longer term it will involve the examination of other tech-
nologies. The following rules of thumb are valid at the present time:

1 If terminals are within 2000 feet of the computer, direct connections
using line drivers are generally most cost elle( live.

2 When terminals are remote from the computer, but widely scattered,
dire( t tonnes tion through telephone lines with modems may be cost
effe( live Normally, dedicated leased lines are more cost effective than
dial-up lines

3 If the remote terminals are concentrated at a small number of site, if
there are more than twenty-five remote terminals; or if telecommunica-
tions «ists are more than $1500 per month, it is quite likely that the use
of statistical multiplexing will be more cost elle( tive than modems.
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4. If there are more th fifty remote terminals, it may be possible to
network statistical multiplexers to realize even greater cost savings.

Some libraries may he able to reduce ongoing telecommunications
costs by up to 90 percent by investing in the telecommunications hardware
discussed in this paper. The "payback" periodthe time required to
recover the capital outlay for telecommunications hardwaremay be as
short as two to three years.

While a library may wish to have the vendor of its computer system
review and modify its telecommunications it is not mandatory that it do so.
Vatually all telecommunications hardware requires no chang-s in soft-
ware A library may choose to retain an expert in telecommunications if its
vendor does not appear to have appropriate expertise or if the vendor's
prices for a telecommunications analysis are too high.

The vendor should be notified of planned charges in the telecommu-
nications system as should the telephone company(ies). Despite frequent
protests by vendors and telephone companies, they may not prohibit the
use of telecommunications equipment purchased from other sources.

Interfacing Computer Systems

The interfacing or electronic linking of various computer systems will
increase libraries' need for telecommunications, but telecommunications
will not be a major obstacle to such interconnections. The dominant issues
will be technological, ecorrimic and pr_Aitical. Hardware, software and
database design will have to be made compatible or interconnection stan-
dards will have to he adopt: The cost of interfacing ill have to be worth
the pen eived benefits. Most of all, the various competing vendors will have
to be persuaded that interfaces to other systemseven those of
cornpetitotsarc a requirement of the librar community. When these
issues have been successfully addressed there will be a wide tangs of c hoices
for ac wally transmitting the information



HERBERT P. CRANE
President

Ameritech Communications

A Collection of Bo As

Thank you for inviting me to speak to you today. I am aware that this is an
important group of people. You provide a valuableno, an invaluable
service to society You preserve literacy, a:d research and keep people
Intellectually alive.

Thomas Carlyle remarked that the true university is a collection of
books. He could not, of course, have foreseen the range of services libraries
provide tocavfilms, audio- and videotapes, microfiche, and computer-
ized access to information of every kind.

Data processing is important today and it is the wave of the future.
Literacy today is not defined only in the conventional sense. It also means
computer literacy.

This annual Clinic was one of the first anyw here to recognize the
long-term influence data processing was to have on the public sector.
When these Clinics were begun, others were seeing data processing merely
as a remarkable tool for business and research. The library industry looked
ahead and saw what everyone knows todaythat date processing is also a
remarkable tool for Just alma every aspect of out lives The home, bust-

lecreation, and the school all benefit from data processing.
The University of Illinois at Urbana-Cham,aign our host for this

Clam has, as you may know, one of the largest data facilities of any
educational Institut' ,tt in the entire country. And the thr-e campus librar-
ies «mstiaite the la, gest such fac ity with nearly 6 million volumesof
any state .ituversity The library also provides access to an even larger pool
of f)ooks thr,:ugh its Library Computer System (LCS1 database

As oresident of Am 'rue( ti Coo.munic ations. ! have an intense per-
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sonal and professional interest in data processing and transmisson. Amer-
itech is the parer institution for sixteen companies. They are:

Five Bell telecommunications companies that handle our traditional
regulated serviceIllinois Bell, Indiana Bell, Michigan r ell, Ohio Bell,
and Wisconsin Bell.

Their five communications sales and service subsidiaries. These sub-
sidiaries provide a common delivery system to meet business customer
needs. That's where the distribution channel is he sales force, the er v-
alent of one-stop shopping for business customers.

And we have six other Ameritech subsidiaries. Some of them handle
unregulated services, while others provide regulated services that are
outside the boundaries of the Bell telecommunications companies.

You are probably already familiar with several of our subsidiaries.
Ameritech Mobile Communications provides cellular telephone service.
We have one system in operation in Chicago. We have been in business
only five months and already we have nearly 7000 subscribersthat was
our projection For the First year. So we are moving ahead to expand the
system to accommodate the deland. Later this year we will have cellular
service available in Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee.

Another subsidiary, Ameritech Publishing, was formed to consolidate
d: °ctory advertising. In addition, Ameritech Credit Corporation provides
financing for business -..ustomers who want to lease rather than buy their
telecommunications equipment. Ameritech Services givcs operational and
technical support to the five Bell telecommunications companies.

Another subsidiary, Ameritech Communications, supports the tele-
communications company equipment subsidiaries. It currently has equip-
ment contracts with TIE, NEC, Ericsson, AT&T Technologies, and
General Datacomm Industries.

Arn,rite-h Development Corporation completes ow family. In a way,
Amerite, n Development may be thought of as our research armit helps
us expand our research and development capabilities so we can continue to
improve our product and mice offerings.

We are not in the business o;'data processing. We are in the business of
transmitting data We do business in one of the most data-intensive sec-
tions of the country. I shotild point out that Ameritech is not in competi-
tion with you We are in '''ie business of transporting information. We do
not compile information. You have the databases and we provide the
facilities to access those databases.

Our corporate headquarters are in Chicago and our territory covers
the surrounding five-state areathough we are not limited to these bound-
aries. As Chairman Bill Weiss said, we are just beginning to explore the
possibilities.
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There is no question that Ameritech is in a business that can be of
significant assistance to librarians not just today, but alsoand
especiallyin the future. In March of last year (1983), Business Week ran
an article that suggested that for a variety of reasonse.g., the soaring costs
of energy, buildings and published materialstechnology threatens to
make the printed word obsolete. I doubt very much that this will ever
happen. It is possible, of course, but books are too much a part of our lives
to ever be abandoned completely. What will happen, without a doubt, is
that technology will make books more readily available along with infor-
mation in other forms.

The same Business Week article predicts that libraries will become
much smaller. But they will provide access to far more information
through electronic hookups to remote computer databases and computer-
controlled regional library networks.

The books to which the computer provides access must be located
somewhere, so there will be large libraries, but it will become less necessary
for every library to stock the books every kind of user may need. It will not
matter where the material is located, because it will be economically
a r essed remotely. The Southeastern Libmry Network, for example, links
260 libraries from Virginia to Louisiana. .1.cross the country 2400 libraries
are tied Into the Online Computer Library Center whose central database is
in Ohio. It lists more than 7 million published works. These and similar
systems are a tremendous resource for students, scholars and those who
engage in research of any kind.

Your business and mine find a common ground here. You are inter-
ested in communicating the content of your resources to those who find it
useful We can provide .1 facilities over which that content can be trans-
mitted, transferred and L. .nsported. Ameritech has a wide-ranging vision
of its own future. We see all sorts of business opportunities to build on our
core business. That core business is our communications network. The
network is an arrangement of switching systems, transport facilities and
supj t systems which we use to provide service within mu areas of
operation. It in ludes the facilities we use to interconnect with tile various
interexchange or long-distance companies. Our five-state network con-
tains some 14 million access lines, more than 1200 separate switc hing
systems and millions cf circuit miles of interoffice trunks.

These element,, form an extremely complex arrangement which
makes It possible for our customers to commune ate and transfer informa-
tion among titernselves. Sin( our network is also linked to nationwide and
worldwide networks, It is also possible to tea( h millions of others around
the world

1 he network is a strong national resource. It c an provide eve. om-
ic at ions and in foi ,a t ton servicc 'known in the world today inc luding,
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in man} locations, full-motion video. And it is being contin ual:y modern-
ized Our Ameritech companies will spend Si 7 billion in 1984 to expand
and modernize our networksome $500 million of that for fiber optics and
digital switching and transmission systems. We will spend another V.70
million for additional electronic switching equipment.

Today, two-thirds of all our customers and about 80 percent of the
Ameritech region's ina!or businesses, including our largest data users, can
receive 56 kilobits service from the existing copper wire facilities without
special conditioning. The data transport capabilities and service range of
our wire-based access lines are also being advanced through digital
systems.

Then are, as I have said, more than 1200 switching systems serving
Ameritech customers today. These have been the object of a widespread
modernization effort, based on the deployment of stored program technol
ogy. The operation and service capabilities of these systems are controlled
by a digital computer with an internally stored software program, though
the information switched by these systems is in analog format.

Computer-controlled switching systems currently serve more than
two out of every three Ameritech customers, or some 10 million access
lines. In most of our major market areas, which are home to the large
business customers who generate about 80 percent of our revenues, the
percentage is even higher. The software for our most widely used system is
entering its ninth generation of development, so we have achieved a
sophistic aced level of feature availability. With each new generation we are
able to add new features which allow us to operate these systems more
effic iently and to offer new services to our customers.

We are also moving ahead to install digitally based lightguideor
fiber optics s} stems between our switching centers. Lightguide systems
transport information over glass fibers as extremely brief pulses of laser
light They are well suited to the digital world. Though they use cables
usually less than one-half inch in diameter, these systems offer significant
increases ia transmission capacity. Lightguide is also an interference-free
transmission medium and is compatible with emerging digital switching
systems Be c ause lightguide is interference free, it has lower error rates
than other means of transmission It permits the transmission of large
amounts of data with a high degree of reliability and is part iculai iy suited
to library applications

are proud that mtic h of this information age technologyi.e
stored program control, dignal interoffic c t. ansmission, lightguide, dig-
ital switching was pioneered by the Ameritech operating companies
CI rough field trials and leading edge drink( ations. Our people were part of
the process through whit h thew tee hnologies were pea« ted. They not
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only understand the technology. but they have played a hands-on role in
putting it to work for our customers.

Long term-1986 to 1990we are laying the groundwork for an even
more sophisticated digital network called the Integrated Services Digital
Network, or ISDN. ISDN is a conceptual framework that includes a set of
standards for serving evolving customer needs via a network capable of
carrying void( data and video services in a common, integrated and flexi-
ble manner. It is a totally digital network with all of the efficiencies of
end-to end digital connectivity. The network defined by ISDN, functions
as an all-purpose communications pipeline. It provides the customer with
a c ircuit capac ity which the customer can allocate to voice, data or video.
That allocation can be changed as the customer's needs change, day to day
or minute by minute.

ISDN standards are still in development Yet the basic elements of the
ISDNend-to-end digital connectivity, customer control of information
transport ctpacty, and flexibility of inerconnection with the network
are well vithin our capabilities. The local packet network is another
( apahility which ,,, ill help us to achieve that goal. A packet network allows
voice and date traffic to share the same access lines and trunks. It provides
efficient data transport for both small and large data communications
customers, including data processing intensive industries and major infor-
mation providers such as libraries.

A packet network also provides connections between multiple termi-
nals and mainframe computers. Traffic from low speed terminals is pack-
aged and multiplexedor combined with packages from other userson
to high-speed facilities. Once on the network, packet ized data can be routed
to the desired destination and, once there, separated from packets origi-
nated by other customers, reassembled in sequence, and delivered.

Ameritech, through the operating company subsidiaries that offer
communisations equipment, will soon be offering state-of-the-art data
products to complement their current lineup of electronic business equip-
ment and nk ork communications systems. So Ameritech can now offer
its customers a total communications package inc lz Kling network services
ps well as voice and data systems The new product line includes data
network management systems, digital and analog data sets, video display
terminals, printers and integrated von e and data systems

As you can see from all this, Ameritech is moving ahead with dispatch
in the new world of telecommunications brought about by the breakup of
the Bell System. Our companies have the advantage of operating in a
densely Ixtpulated marketplace Our facilities in place make it possible for
out growth to 1w low-cost This will provide a distinct advantage

I 'nfot tuna tely, we still operate in an environment that is partly unreg-
ulated and yet still partly regulated We at Ameritech are aggressively
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promoting regulatory changes that will permit us to operate as a competi-
ti a- enterprise should basing our prices on cost and i:, wing them to be
driven by market demand.

'The fact isand history teaches us thisthat regulation of our indus-
try was instituted i order to prevent the possible abuses of monopoly.
Well, monopoly does not exist any more. And neither does the reason for
regulation

It is hopednot just for the sake of our companies and our stock-
holders, but for the sake of our customersthat the trend toward deregula-
tion will continue and will accelerate, until we will some day achieve what
is best for the industrytotal deregulation.
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Business Communications Du isions

AT&T Information Systems Laboratories

Tqecommunications in the Office

Many activities are underway to apply techn-oogy to the office to achieve
Improved productivity. This paper discusses advances in telecommunica-
tions technology and how they can be applied to the office environment.
Trends in technology are discussed but predictions are avoided. Earlier,
scientists and engineers have succumbed to the temptation to predict the
future with poor results. Thomas Tredgold, in 1835, said, "any general
system of conveying passengersat a velocity exceeding 10 miles per hour
or thereaboutsis extremely improbable." This railroad engineer failed to
foresee the bullet train traveling from Tokyo to Osaka at over 100 m iles per
hour.

In 1903 Simon Newcomb said, "quite likely the most effective flying
mac hine would be one carried by a vast number of little birds " Near the
beginning of this century, one of the country's most eminent scientists, the
secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, said he was certain man would
nem- fly The New York Times agreed with Professor Newcomb in an
ciditor.al Presumably the Wright brothers did not rcad the Times. One
week later the) succeeded in raising "Flyer 1" from the sands of Kitty
Hawk.

Innovators pre& t he future at their own risk. Even Wilbur Wright
predicted slow progress toward flying when, in 1908, he revealed, "I
confess that in 1901, I said to my brother Orville that man wot Id not fly for
50 years Notice that all these pi edict ions tend to be negative. It is typical
to underes.timate the rate of tee hnological achievement

It is our knowledge that the i)ac e of technological charge is quicken-
ing In the late 1800sIgt1( ulnae occupied 59 pen ent of th,- work force.
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Indust I upations sere high. Service s as low and informat ion mi-
nes a( «nin red for a mere 5 pet( en t

Then e Mlle the lng boom in industrialization in the late :800s and
eat ly I900s. Agt ulture sank to 28 pet «.n. of the wen k fort e. Industry now
consumed oyer half the wen k force Service a Id information had begun to
glow

In our t itne less I han 3 percent of the work for«e is engaged in growing
foodand we feed half the ssoi Id That is rea'. plodue us its On the ()the
hand, over half the work force now deal s ss nth information in some fashion
sue h as programmers, teat het s 'elks, sec ictanesn a oun tan ts, stoe k brok-
ers, managers, and of «it,. , I.branat is The broad per«.pt ion is that they
are not dealing with 'n formation Yen, effeenyelvThe information
Explosion

I ABLE 1
Dist MI' I ION OF THE WORK FOR( F

'ta' I 1tage 2 ',Mgr 3
Al Id-18(10s 1111 19000

50", 21s% 30"

160, 27%

0", I

10", its%

In 1979 the single most common cupatum in the United States
bee din(' that of c lerk Clerks now outnumber laborers In fat t, this segment
of U S !listen) c an be' c harac to rued by the transition from farmer to laborer
to clerk

As librarians 011 are undoubtedly aware r f the information explo-
,on Currently information in 'ene e and technology is growing at a rate
of 13 pet «.n t per sear e., the information doubles every 5.5 years. About
enough time to complete an MS degree John Naisbittiuthor of Mega-
trends, fares es AP Inc rease of 40 percent per year That means information
will double in twenty months. Another way to put it is, information will
quadruple during the time it takes to get a bae helor's &pee The implu a-
t ions to those. of sou who are tea( lung is staggering. Flus can be even more
threatening to the working professional Tee !mica' obsolescent e' is a very
Teal ducat Hence, I sec a growing market fen «ummag education
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Consider that by the end of 1982 there were more computers than
people in the world There were over 5 billion computers on earth
including the big ones in the accounting departments and research labs,
and the little computers in cars, games and calculators. By one estimate
there will be over 8 million computer terminals in U.S. homes before the
end of this decade.

What is driving this explosion of computers? It is spectacular progress
in microelectronicsthe first key ter hnology of the "information age." It
began with the invention of the transistor at Bell Labs in 1947. The first
transistor was a rudimentary device but it worked. That set the stage for a
microelectronic s explosion. Today we can put the equivalent of hunareds
of thousands of transistors into one cornflake-sized chip of silicon. That
means that each of these chips has all the intelligence of a room-sized
computer of the 1950s. As the sue comes down so does the cost. In fact, every
}ear for the past twenty yearson averagethe computing power of
stltc on c hips has doubled and their cost has been cut in halo

To give an idea of the magnitude of that progression, one economist
(Edward 'remmuller, Stanford University) points out that had air travel
progressed as fast, the Concord would carry half a million passengers, fly at
a speed of 20 million miles an hourand the cost of a tic ket would be one
penny

Our latest mic roprocessor at AT&T Information Systems is the West-
ern El« trio 32000. The c hip i smaller than ? man's fingernail, yet c ontains
150,000 transistors It has as much computing power as some of today's
minicomputers that are the sue of file cabinets- -but it costs much, much
less So mu r.elec irons gn inr us the ability to make computers very
s-tall and cheap

When wmpu ters talk to eac h other, they speak digitalthe second ke}
ter hnologl, of the information age. Digital sy,tems have two main
advantages simple it and spced. Nothing could be simpler than a single
bit of ittiorma t ion a one or a zerorepresented as the presence or abseil«.
of a pulse in a se nes of pulses This simplicity means that, in general,
digitai s} stems cost less, and their use results in reliable, high-q win}
seri. ices and s} stems

In addition, digital components are what give ompu to t s their ten ific
sped For instan«., in the split-s«mcl it takes for a c lub to strike a golf
ball, i Western Hec tin Digital Signal Proc ssing chip can perform few
hundred thousand complicated arithmetic ()iterations

So in the fast two ter linologis we\ c got the mu rock( tronu s hard-
y., c and she digital s} stems to process a lot of information vcry qui( kly
But how will all this information tral,c1 from heir to there.,
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The third key technology is photonics. In electronics, metal wires
carry information as pulses of electricity. In photonics, glass fibers carry
information as pulses of light. Light pulses are a perfect match for digital
systems. In fact photonics is so promising that in 1982 the Bell System
installed more than 15,000 miles of glass fibertwenty-five times more
than the year before. Just one of those photonic systems (e.g., in Pennsylva-
nia) contains more glass fiber than the systems of all domestic ns)r.-Bell
companies combined.

the light comes from tiny light-emitting diodes or iasers smaller than
grains of salt. The lasers turn on and off millions of times each second,
sending pulses of light through fibers made of ultra-pure glass. These
fibers form "superhighways."

Speaking of the speed of lasers, one of Bell Laboratories' latest
achievements in laser technology is a laser that emits flashes of light that
last thirty ferniz.!conds-1015 seconds. That is the shortest amount of time
ever measured. Let me put that into perspective. In one second a beam of
light can travel most of the way to the moon. In thirty femtosecondsa beam
of light can travel only about one-tenth the thickness of a human hair.
Someday a version of this laser might become the lightsource for liglitwave
communication systems. A laser so incredibly fast would be able to trans-
mit enormous amounts of poised iformation.

The three technologies I have describedmicroelectronics, digital
systems and photonus give us the hardware to process and move enor-
mous amounts of information with great speed and efficiency.

The fourth technology software is the glue that holds all the hard-
ware together It is what tells the hardware what to do. Software ha, a lot in
common with phonographic records In fact, software is to hardware as a
iewrd is to a stereo system. Just as which record you pick determines what
music you hear, software is what gives produces and servic their unique
features Software makes it possible to customize ,ervices to meet individ-
ual needs.

In order to meet the Bell System's enormous appetite for software,
today about half the people, in Bell Labs develop software Human
designers need the computer's helpsome of the solid-state c ire uits we are
designing are so complex that it would take a human being a whole
lifetime to design all the electronic connections by hand. ii,rein may be a
( hie to (killing with the Information explosion. Designers arc equipped
with computer tools which allow them to deal with vast amounts of
detailed information One major advantage of the computer tool is that it
brings any in«insistenc y to the designer's attention Tim: makes it vc v
ch Vic oh to make an error

Then thew ark the key tec hiaiiogies of the information age Digital
'A stcniS based on mu roclectronic s are proliferatill. Not only are they
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prevalent in computers and telecommunications but they are becoming
common in automobiles, microwave ovens and washing machines Pho -
tonics offers a new form of intercommunication Software is becoming a
buzzword It made a big splash in arcade games. Now it is featured on the
cover of Time magazine along w:th the youthful millionaires who wrote it.

In January 1983, AT&T announced a new system called DIMEN-
SION, System 85. The system basically is a prernises-based switching
system called a PBX. It can connect a telephone to others in the same
complex or switch it to various trunk lines across the country. Since it is a
digital system it can conveniently handle data to and from computers.

One capability pioneered by System 85 is simultaneous voice and data
Voice is encoded into digits at the telephone instrument. Thus the voice
can share wires with digital data. This allows a terminal user to indepen-
dently use a telephone while communicating with a computer. But even
for voice only, there are some new capabilities.

Combining voice and data also simplifies the wiring of the building.
W, use a simple outlet as the universal connector for System 85. It allows
the user to move a telephone conveniently. Furthermore, the same jack can
be used for computer terminals and printers (see fig I).

The telephone designed for System 85 converts voice to digits. The
data can be used to drive the forty character display. For example, a
secretary' who answers a phone for several people can see who is being
called and who is calling. This allows the secretary to answer the call in a
personalized way and she need not push any buttons. A lamp at the bot tom
of the phone indicates messages are waiting Thus, whenever a person
returns to their office they can tell they have messages. With a telephone
like this. messages can he retrieved automatically.

When an exec Lane returns to his office he can use the display to see
who has called and c an return the calls by .. single button Fish. If he wishes
to answer the c all, he can simply touch the "ieturn ..all" button When the
exec wive is in the °fin t% he or she c an also see who is calling and decide
whether to answer or Po

Simultaneous You e and data c an 1w extended to the knowledge worker
by means of a keyboaid Le , a CRT Data Terminal The terminal func-
tions both as a telephone and a computer input device The bottom line on
the screen emulates t!-.e forty character display on the digital telephone.
Thus while the terminal is being ur ;mils about incoming calls and
messages can be seen The termir-! . upped with a touch-tone chal
I lowey er, when using the terminal one can dial from the keyboard. "I 1w
tic !Ten indicates the sequem e for keyboard dialing. Holding tne break key
is equivalent to going off-hook. The system responds with the word "dial"
instead of dial tone Will n one has dialed the digits .rid hits the lemur key,
the screen Indic ate~ the prog,..ss of the c all----e g., ringing followed by
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answer, or perhaps busy. The terminal coordinates the handshake with the
computer In particular, it sets the data speed to be consistent with the
computer port you have reached. This capability is available to any termi-
nal on the system, not just AT&T terminals.

There are several modes in which the data terminal can he used. First,
it can directly contact a host computer. Second, it can contact a special host
called the "application processor" (AP) )r office features &uch as elec-
tronic mail. Or third, it can use the "application processor" as an interme-
diary to allow communication with various computers. In particular, the
AP can make a terminal emulate an IBM 3270 terminal to an IBM host.

The Application Processor can perform a range of functions beyond
terminal emulation. Examples are message center, office management and
programming. When a phone isn't answered, the call is diverted to a
message center attendant. The attendant takes the message and types it on
the terminal for storage on the "'application processor."

The Office Management System provides a range of functions. It
Interfaces terminals on one side and communications on the other. For test
preparation it has a word processing type of editor. The editor has niceties
such as a spelling checker, a punctuation checker and even a sexist lan-
guage checker. Forms are a mainstay of the office so they have their own
editor. A simple programming language, OPL, is provided so work can be
customized. Of course, electronic mail is included, as is a calendar/re-
minder service. A major element is a file system.

There is a menu of alternatives available on the office system The
mail fun( non provides a range of utilities. Creation of mail is eased by
provision of text editors. Addressing is simplified by having a directory and
an address book. The directory is available for general use. The directory is
sear( hed alphabetic ally, dependingon the set of letters you type. All entries
that start with those letters are displayed and you selec t one. It automati-
c ally be omen an address for mail. The address book is a personal directory.
Names can be created for individuals or groups you frequently address.
Mnemonics can be defined as preferred. A mnemonic can refer to a single
Ind 'dual or a group When a mnemonic is selected, a copy of the mail is
addressed to the one or more :ndividuals in the group. Mail can be sent
with a range )f priorities or mailing can he 5( h. !tiled. Coniir.nation of
delivety can be requested.

For example, a daily report can tie storel ite a host computer At a
given time the report can Ix retrieved and sent to anyone 'n the department.
A simple six-line program can do it.

The computer on the desk is becoming commonplace. It ;s indeed a
valuable tool Howes er, its true IX)tentliii won't be achieved until it is
netw of ked to other «imputers 11w data needed is always somewhere else.
The data is nerled in a form in N. hic h it c an be used w ithc tram sr thing
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it "I hus, copute] networking needs to he integrated. Tel« ommunK a-
oons is a lo« toward in tegiation Surely, no one wants more than one
kCi minal in then office Not oill can't the space be spared, hut also no one
needs to kiln different sets of routines lot different applu anons Again,
tele( ommunn alums I, the ( atalyst of integration. Sy stem 85 is an example
of the la( ili tics that ale be«iming a% ada hie. 'The same fundamentals apply
to most needs single terminal ac :_-,s to a wide array of computers distrib-
uted nationwide or Nvoldwide

Nets te( hnolog; is rapidh being «inverted to applications whu h
at lei 1 Our dad . In es In palm ular, telemmmunu a tions is rapidly exploit-
ing new to hnolog). The most diamatu mina( t is being seen in the ofh«.
pla«.
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Electronic Mail Services in the Library
and Information Center Community

In the isegunung, libraries were not leaders the use of new technology
Upon graduation from library s( hool twei-e years ago. a new professional
had the experience of not being able 1C./ t.. d a )0') because his combination
of computer programming and library science did not h any of the
s, ores of job descriptions within the library commu. ,f a veiv large
North Amy' lc an urban center "Two universities, four co, ,, nun t y colleges,
seven public library system and Si ores of special libraries in various
corporate hcalquaruTs had a minimal need for computer or tee Imologn al
expertise, ',./thoug, i virtually all of these institutions vere of Ihe
burgeoning information explosion and were panic ipato-: in an ac tive
( =Arming rchli atasn rogram from a well-reputed library school Man}
organi&itions were planning for or at least thinking about the it tpact of
tee hnology in is hat was then being desc nbed as the "-.formation age" in
vis mary art lc les in the professional hterattne, and sevei al were beginning
to commit icsoinces to automation, at least in their planning budgets

Inday all of those institutions are uspig «nnputeis lot a variety of
Ishtar} tasks and most of them have at least one of more people responsible
fog mooducing new technolog; into the 11,,rmy en vn onment Ihesc

syst ms are in Form; to; ( it} endowed with one of the highest per
capita expen 'mires tot 1 ibrar} services ui the continent The gi aduate was
the author 111,,, Just a few years ago thew vs,te no opportunities for the
te( Imologic wilted giaduate, the r are now openings in eve' } kind of

I his ,,ne, dote mule' se nes e} pomisthe late of introduc non of
new le( imolog} nit', the , has been high, and she
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process of Introducing new technologies is extremely dynamic. What
library today does not have access to achine-readable cataloging, online
reference services, automated acquisitions or circulation control systems?
Literally every participant in this Clinic comes from an institution that has
access to one or more of these services.

Within the last fifteen years the library and Information center com-
munity has pioneered the Implementation of several new technologi-s.
Bibliographic utilities and online refefence services al, two exarsples of
large-scale, state-of-the-art co. ipu ter systems that have been designed and
implemented expressely for library and information center use. A few years
ago a cic 2 friend who was then developing new systems for Tandem
Compute, mentioned his extreme surprise at the scale and sophistication
of OCLC's application requirements. Like many people in high-
tec hnol.:;,y industries he was surprised that libraries could innovate and
that the applications that were being implemented were on such a large
scale. The low-profile and quasi-public mage that libraries traditionally
projrc t is not in harmony with technological pioneers at the forefront of
the information sector

Early T Jse of Tt,communications in Libraries

And yet, there are communities that Implemented online circulation
systet, ,, before local h=anks or retailers had automated their systems. Tele-
communications applicatic,ns are equally prevalent within the library and
Information center community Dedicated communications lines to bibli-
ographic utilities and local s /stems are common. Dial-up access o online
reference services is so succ, ssful that m ny new companies have been
started and the numb o1 services and database ,Jailable is growing
rapidly. New «.). Iran., pre t-goviding research at information broker-
age wry, c es, 17,,ih augmenting and replacing traditional library services.

When Fred Kilgour was establishing the concept of a bibliographic
wilily a; id a public Dialog system was still a gleam in Roger Summit's eye,
the mo,: aPivan«.d technology most libraries were using was the typewrit-
er, the photocopy machine, and in Canada (as constant as the staff lounge
aN: gossip), die electric tea kettle. Well-endowed central branches and
I-deter-a e olle( [Ions might have had microfilm or microfiche colfrctions,
and some universities were experimenting with computer-based systems.
Most of the auimated library systems then in use were off-line, bait h-
pm( essing, pun( h-card based systems

1w edit Is, use of telemminunicatio is in libraries was largely limited
to I WX ma( hincs in dedicated networks and interlibrary loan applu a-
t um s , Ithough by no means universal, many libraries had access to a main
branch of cooperative ,,vstem that would send interlibrary loin queries to
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other institutions. It was sometimes necessary to mall the requests to a
central branch or regional center after they had been thoroughly docu-
mented from the originating library's local bibliogtaphic lesources. The
regional center would then route the request to .arious resource centers
using the TWX network One and a half decades ago, this was the only
form of telecommunications that most libraries were usinb.

A Short History If Electronic Mail

It is Important to establish our perspective on electronic mail in a
historical context. Telex and TWX services are a direct derivation of the
telegraph. On 24 May 1844, Samuel Morse demonstrated to members of the
U.S. Congress and a gathering of officials arid friends the first public
telegram transmission, inaugurating a new age of communication tech-
nology. The first electronic message consisted of the quotation: "What
Ha th God Wrought!"a quotation from the Book of Numbers chapter 23,
verse 23 seetly selected for the occasion by Annie Ellsworth, daughter of
the U.S Patent Comrhissiorer. This auspicious choice I quotation has
been underscored by Joe Ford in his keynote address this conference.
Other sneakers at this Clinic have described efforts to establish control over
vital telecommunicati -,ns technology. As we wrestle with telecommunica-
tions complexity and the numerous choices we must make, especially in
.his era of de-egulation and technological change, it is sobering to realize
that in the middle of the last century Samuel Morse could not find a buyer
for his invention because there was no commercial market application.

Today, 140 years later, electronically communicated message° and
information are an integral part of work civilization. The synergistic
ir :fraction of computers and electronic communication create an environ-
ment in which virtually any kind of information transfer is possible. The
Increasing importance of electronic communications to individuals and
organizations has resulted in thousands of companies, servic es, products,
and options for ele. norm mail and messaging. However, this explosion of
howe has also resulted in confusion, Inc ongruency and unconnectedness.

This twentieth century tower of electronic Babel is both boon rnd ban.,
sometimes a channel but often a barrier to effective library
mmntuni: anon

John Kountz has des( ribet.i the basic .lements of the telegraph with his
Illustration of brother Toni at the bac khouse and a coded signal over dn
(le( nu wire. using spec Nil w ires strung between public offices, telegraph
tee hni,logy revolutionized toininer«., Journalism, warfare, and human
perspec true l'he telegraph .vas the tirst tenuous copper wine through the
global village
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In the United St rtes. Weston Union be( ame a quasi-util.R, sharing
ith the I' S Postal Set e an of tilt' mandate to deliver mail. In most

othei «mimics telegraph set vutx weie subsumed as part of the PTT, the
of In I wive' minim depaumem with monopoly control over post, tele-
phone and telegiaph facilities for that count' y

As elec no -me( limn al tee hnology was developed during the last (-en
um it gtadualb, fro ame possible to provide c ustomers with dedicated
mac pules with a unique number (or address) and _o route calls through a
switc lung (eruct Messages could then be elec mom( ally delivered dire( tly
to RI 'wilts equipped with then own telex mac hire. Telex is still the most
common fotm of elec tronn mail, wit, over 3 million ma( hines and
numbers installed worldwide.

Using the hve-leN el baudot code and (waling at 6.6 c harac ters per
second 111 tippet( ase letters, the reliable telex mac lune can he found in

Ind 115 every (pinny and continues to he a mainstay of business com-
munications 1 he 'rower the telex is the win ldwide availability and
.0 (esvbdiIN of the tec hnology and servo e. «imbined with a high degree of
!elm bilm

"I he maturation of the more sophistic aced 1 -hit ode known as ASCII
(Amen( .113 Standarc: (Axle for Information Interchange) enabled the trans-
mission o' a mote c SIVe set of c harm ters, including lowercase letters
and spec m furls IWX was it ttoduml by AT&T shortly after
Wot ld War 11. I WX mac pines, also ailed tefet pes, telety Demi ters (or
FEY). ate still a common form of electronic mail in the United States
I WX seiN e is a nlable only in the United States and Canada.

Although IAVX mac hines has e a larger c harac ter set than telex
htnes's still operate at relatively slow speedsabout 10 ham( leis

het sec and and requir a dedicated line. In remit sears, Western Union
and or let inlet national record carriers base made it iossible for volume
ustomets to access the telex and 1A1 X mai ties at higher speeds and in

diai-up mode t hurl 01( e-g, ad(' telephone lines, though uset s are still
c hal ged lot the delis fay of messages at the slowet network speed.

In addition to be( onung a domestic I' S «minium( mains standard.
ASCII I I Y minnunn alums pioux ols weir. adopted for «rmputet «rm-
mum( anon b most may)! computer wmpame , ex«pt IBM. ASCII
(minim( alum «des s etc adopted as an ad hoc standatd for general-
]) n pose, dial-up tut minal cess t (xLIN (het(' me Whet. nune spur lairred
and fright.' -speN1 lingo( ols and tec inolognx for c ()minuet ommunna-
lions, Inn AS( ,I1 remains a basic standaul lot a s% Ide 1 ange oft (impute' and
ch.( ni u sei NI« s

When minium I °priming s, stems that could exec rue sescial
glut], sinumancoush w (le dNtroped and it Ire( atme possible for seN cud
Hs( I 0 Ms 0) time-slime ihe 5,111 «)1111)1101 15 51('111 0 SOW( CS, it,rlso be( Mlle
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neccssar% lot the %a imis Jobs (users) «immunn.ite with the central
«insole (ope! a to! ), to request tape loads ana other spe,, Ia1 handling Whi.11
s% stems bt.gan suppoi tmg se% eral users at remote locationspat-tic ly

end users in% ol% ed 'meta( five appluationsthe opetating s) stems we,c
en han«1.1 to enable the users at !emote sites to t% pe and et:( hange genet al-
!impose messages with the console operator

But if a user «ild send messages to the wmputet operator, wh % not to
othei s% stem users; Mans time-sharing se«. es and huge ()pruning s% s-
terns evolved immune messaging capabilities that enabled users to talk
dim II% %. ith other users or leave messages in a mailbox fen a ree 'plum to
cad at their convenience. These services became quite diverse in their

opetating harac tei ran s and capabilities, but their utility led to the devel-
opment of other, entire sophist Rated electronic mall set % it es.

Ctimputcr- Based Message Systems (CBMS), ha% e be time so spec 'al-
lied that entire computers are now devoted to the dee twine mail appin a-
non No longer «imixqw., for resources on huge general-purpose
manthame «miputets %vim many different applications, CBMS and the
ele( nom( mail applu.itions the support Ital.( become a new Indust!},
blending compute! and Oct (minium( mums tedmolog% in was that
intim( t mode! tt so( ict% .ind its Thstitutions, Inc hiding 10»,nies

Electronic Mail in Libraries

hi the lib! at % «ink xt, electronic mall and messaging se!%ues ate
be( timing mote pte%alent in a .'cit let% of ways 'lite bibliographic utilities
ha% c move(! c loser to ele( Ironic messaging timing!) the implementation of

tet libtar% loan subs) stems Originally limited to shared cataloging
applications, bibliographic utilities have' been pressured to pit) ide mote
fun( nonal «wain lit and interlibrat % -loan messaging systems hate been a
natural iesult

I he fiend toward int !easing genetalliation and func tionalits of the
s% stems we use has been icier-led to by previous speakers This has been the
case with online tno ulation and trfeictit son s as well as w ith biblio-
gtaphit utilities, s% stems for other al mat kets, and ;xlsonal

When users become familiar and comfortably with the s% stem the
ate using, the inc%itably want mote genetal-put pose c apalnlities
use] expel fawns should not be a surptise ta the pat tic !pants in this (.1inic

In the last few %Tats thew have been many de%lopmnts in the
application anti implementation of elec non se! es in the libtai%
.ind Info! ma non c edict commiant% lAperiments with Lien] ill and
(Afflict .in(1 the Armin an Libtat Assot lation's Al AN14. I implemented
with the I I I I)Ial«mi set care examples Sc.%rtal months ago Roget
Sinn, it annotitiml that was c'% loping gencial-put pose elec-
!ionic iii.,! 4.,%stin (1 M1/4). as %%I !! as pt Rate pat Let-s%.itt artuot k
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The CLASS OnTyme Network

In 1980, CLASS (the Cooperative Library Agency hr Systems and
Services) began receiving requests from the special library community for
an elec tronrc mall capability that could be used to exchange ILL data with
other spec ial libraries. Unlike public and academic libraries, these institu-
tions welt not traditionally included in dedicated TWX netwo-' <s and
many are not users of bibliographic utilities.

CLASS is a mulArype membership-based library network operating
under a mandate to achieve complete cost-recovery within five years of its
inception It was therefore important for the organization to examine and
implement new services that could be used cost-effectively any library.
Electronic mail was an excellent opportunity to diversify the range of
services being provided to members.

A cursory review of potential systems revealed the wide range of
poss.ble options that were available for EMS in the library community. It
was necessary to select a service based on some rational subset of desirable
features. There were several criteria used to selec t an EMS service for resale:

Cost. Most libraries have limited budgets. The cost had to be as low as
possible and commensurate with good service and capability levels. It
was vital that the service be as inexpensive as possible and also widely
as allahle, preferably through a local telephone call and a packet
switched network.

2. Capahlity. Although the spec ific application was for interlibrary loan
data, an electronic mail service should be general enough to accommo-
date other kinds of applications, including the transmission of refer-
ence questions, contract negotiations, and committee reports. The
system had to be effective with any kind of textual data.

3. Flexibillty It is important that an electronic mail system be responsive
to c hanging user requirements n should be possible either for the user
or for the service supplier to alter the features and characteristics of a
''stem that is intended for general communications OnTyme was
self/ ted partly because it wi,s a new produc t and the company per ,onnel
es I willingness to make the changes and enhancemer ,
use's.AantedIA

A t loser examination of the ser-ice alternatives au hided dernonstra-
cost -( ompansons and negotiation with pro .pec live vendors Several

options were immediately ex( hided beciuse of cost and time factors It was
not pa( tu al to obtain a dedicated wmputer fac il'ty or to implement the
F NIS application on the (;LASS num«impute, system The On me
seis ice hum I 'Anshan. was selec led because it n et the primary selec
ci Heim and (he «nnp.m} was intelested in winking with the libialy
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application and a resale agency CLASS and Tymshare were geographi-
cally c lose and rsonal communication was relatively easy. OnTyme was
a new product that had not proven itself and was originally the responsi-
bility 6f Tymnee, the Tymshare subsidiary that operates the packet-
switched network.

Within a few months CLASS had established the first general-purpose
FMS network for libraries and was meeting the requirements DE the special
libraries that had requested the service. CLASS became the first organiza-
tion to resell electronic mail and acted as a secondary value-added network.
Public libraries began to replace more costly dedicated TWX networks.

One of the most interesting aspects of managing the electronic mail
network was the discovery of applications that were completely different
from those originally intended. Information brokers iRgan to use the
service to communicate both with their customers and with their stringers
and researchers at remote locations. Book jobbers began to use the system
to ac cept and acknowledge orders, Publishers began to use the service to
receive copy from authors and editors. Professional associations began to
use the srvicc to transact association business electronically, avoiding the
time constraints and costs of using the post office and playing telephone
tag

Another interesting consequence of the introduction of electronic
mail was third-party resale of CLASS OnTyme. First the Pacific Northwest
Bibliographic Center (PNBC) and then the Bibliographic Center for
Research (BCR) began to resell OnTyme services originally provided
through CLASS, becoming in effect, tertiary value added networks

()th, r speakers at this CI:Hi( have mentioned the critical role that
telewmmunu ations play in the library and inform? an center context.
Elec tromc mad is not yet a complete replacement of tt,. telephone, regular
mail, telex or other forms of communication. But electronic mail can be an
effec tive alternative for traditional communications, and c an be a powerful
tool in time and information sensitive applic ations.

Videomnterem ing, mterac me computer conferem ing and the tele-
phone are «,,mm um( anon tee hnologres that, along with e lectrorm mad,
w ill «minim, to in linen«. the way in IA Irch we organ ut our work and
dchs cr. out WIN It Cti
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Packet Radio for Library Online Catalogs

The Pre .em of Wir'ng

The advent of online catalogs in libraries has resulted in a problem 'hat
(civic] not hale been foreseen when most library buildings were builtthe
need for wiring to transmit data between terminals and the on line catalog.
This problem is particularly serious in older libraries, where there are
insuffu lent c ondir ts, false ceilings are rare, and one faces the prospect of
running cables through marble floors.

Ins:a1:ng such wiring can be costly. The experience of the Univers'ty
of (alifo :n a derwmistrates that the cost of installing terminals in quanti-
uc of t igiit to ten may range from $8,000 to $12,000, not in luding staff
rose F1' ''n if the wiring for data communil anon: make% up only h,,If of
this figure ($4000 to $6000), it is es ident that the wiring can cost as much as
of mote than the terminal itself.

In addition, it c an take months to an ange to install the wiring, and
Ito the!, new wiring must he installed when the terminal is moYed toa new
lie : ,king it costly and time-consuming to reloc ate online catalog

,

Packet Radio Technolow.

he I nisei f alifonna Diision of I Away% Automation (I)I,A)
exploring pa( ket !moo u c Imologs the m.uf cage of tacit() and pa -icet-

', (minim) u anon sas one solution to this costly wohlen
With pan ket 1.1(110, wireless temundis are possible-1 e , radio tn:11,,,c elvers
take III pl ice of the usual data c ables A pa( ket radio unit c (insists of a
!mho touts( et c f and a mu toprix essor that, when «innec red to a teiminal
(it mu two mne), allows the devu e to send and uleive data
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1Tsing packet radio for transmitting data to and from an onlin
catalog molds th. expense of installing a cable foi each terminal, and it
also makes the terminals far more portable. Unlike terminals that com-
municate across a cable, a packet radio terminal can be installed very
quickly.

Packet switching is widely used to route data through complex, long-
haul telecommunications networks. It involves breaking the data to be
transmitted into chunks called packets. Th address of the data's destina-
tion is added to each packet, and the packet is then routed through the
network until it reaches its destination

In a packet radio network in which a group of terminals are all
communicating with a central computer's base station, the data packets,
each tagged with an address, are broadcast by the ba..e station to all
terminals in the area. A terminal will recognize and accept only packets
that bear its address Packetrzed data makes sense in a radio-based terminal
system not only because it is necessary to address data to the proper
terminal, but because a number of terminals must contend for the broad-
cast channel across which they communicate with the base station. Break-
ing the data into, packets makes possible the use of communications
protocols that will avoid most data collisions, and will recognize collisions
when they occur and retransmit the data packet.

A packet radio system operates simultaneously on one or, at the most,
two radio c hannels or frequencies This distinguishes it from cellular radio
(a tee hnique tha! is beginning to be used for mobile telephones), in which a
large pool of frequencies is maintained with each caller allocated a fre-
quency for the duration of the call's existence within a ce11.2 Packet radio
has more in common with some recently announced hybrid systems such
as Motorola, Inc 's portable computer system, which features a handheld
«impute,- that can communic ate with a remote computer by radio over a
single pair of frequencies " However, there are substantial differences in
the two systemsMotorola's system has a hierarchical design that relies on
c entrained con poi and does not allow commune anon between terminals
or portable wmputers ex( ept by passing the message through a central site
It is ako designed to cover huger geographical areas than those coveted by
Rpic pac k, t Cacho networks

BRI1 I 1 HS I OR Y PACK}. I. RADIO

Military Activities

I he millearN has beer Intel (-aril in packet radio for over a decade,
unai as a batilch, id communk mums network can be cleplov«:
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rapidly, can quickly adapt to rapidly moving nodes (such as a terminal
mounted on a truck c, an aircraft), can avoid singie points of failure, and is
robust in tiv face of jamming or other interference. The development of
packet radio began in the early 1970s with the University of Hawaii's
ALOHA packet radio network, a watershed in the development of modern
telecommunications protocols. The ARPANET, a large-scale wire- and
satellite-based packet communications network developed by Bolt Beranek
and Newman for the Department of Defense's Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA), had already been in operation for several years by then
(the ARPANET was established in 1969). The ALOHA network was
min-Ally a single-hop s) stem using no repeaters in which various devices
such as terminals, minicomputers and graphics processors communicated
s la radio with a central computer. The protocols developed for th-
A LOHA network were later redefined and adapted for many other systems
(see reference 4 for a description of the ALOHA network).4

After the ALOHA project, r sponsored the development of a
multihcp packet radio network called the PRNET in the San Francisco
Bay tat-a. The U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) is now working with
seconc:- and third-generation systems, and operates a number of testbed
systems, such as the Fort Bragg Packet itadio Network. These feature very
sophisticated, high-throughput, highly robust designs and equipment
ir tended to support major networks under the most auverse circumstances;
consequently, they are quite expensive.5

Amateur Packet Radio Acti ities

At the other end of the packet radio spectrum are amateur radio
operators who have been experimenting for some ye as with very low cost,
low-throughput systems. The first amateur packet radio network in North
America was established in 1918 Vaneouser, British Columbia, after the
Canadian government, seeking to encourage the se of packet radio,
allocated a set of frequencies (221 to 223 MHz and 433 to 434 MHz) for
p. ket and digita transmissions. AT:incouver Amateur Digital Com-
munication Croup (VADCG) soon began to produce and sell a packet
radio terminal node controller (TNC)---1 e., a microprocessor combined
with memory that aglow s a terminal or microcomputer to communicate
via radio with other similarly equipped devices.

In 1980, in the t 'mud States, the FCC legalized ASCII transmissions,
and in 1982 it removed many of th, remaining restrictions on radio data
commium awns Since then, the Tucson Amateur Packet Radio Group
("1 APR) has established a network and is now marketing Its own TNC
Both du X ADCG and I-APR NCs can transmit ai a data rate of up to 1200
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bits per second using on -board modems (they can operate at somewhat
higher speeds using external modems). These boards perform modulation
in an audio subearrier and do not include error correction. The digital side
of the TNC Includes a 6809 miceiroocessor operating at 3.6 MHz, a
Western Digital HDLC chip, and a single-t 'lip 1200 -baud modem from
EXAR. The board also ,rtiudes 32K of ROM and 8K of RAM. Since the
TNC is designed for use by hi-m operators, there is no radio on-board; most
ham radios can tv adapted fairly easily for use with the board.

Today there i., much inter-se within the amateur radio community in
packet radio. Amatcur packet radio networks now in operation range from
these local net irks in Vancouver and Tucson to a national network that
uses a system of repeaters. Several a iferences on Amateur Radio Comput-
er Networking have been held, and the Amateur Radio Research and
Development group has issued preliminary protocol standards for packet
radio networks.6

SPECIAL. CONSIDERATIONS IN APPLYING PACKET RADIO TO
ONLINE CATALOGS

The application of packet radio to library automation Involves several
unique considerations not well addressed by the current state of the art.
First, current systems and the communications protocols developed for
them have been designed to handle symmetric data rates: equal amounts of
information are received and transmitted between any one station and
another Many library automation systems such as online catalogs, how-
ever, are highly asymmetricabout two or three characters are received by
the host computer for every thousand characters it sends out to the
terminal.

A se«ind t nsuleration is cost and its relation to the performance and
reliability of the system. It may be possible to take advantage of the
asymmetric data rate to achieve a compromise between the sophisticated
and expensive rmidary system and the inexpensive but somewhat unreli-
able amateur system L'or example, one could use less expensive transmit-
ters In the terminals where data speed is not crucial, and achieve a high data
rate in the other direction by placing a high-quality transmitter In the
online catalog's base station and sensitive receivers in the terminals. This
would provide high performance while keeping costs to a minimum.

Finally, there is a spec ial consideration involving repeaters and rout-
ing It is HIV !ear whether the ultimate library pa( ket radio system will have
to in«n pot ate repeatersdevu 1.s that receive and rebroadcast a signal,
making It possible u) «immunu ate over long distan«s In many applu a-

one is «m«.imd with networks that are limited geographically-
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1 e., a building or a campus. If repeaters are used it will be necessary to
explore different approaches to routing. Some compromise should he
possible between the military system Or vhich the routing must adapt very
quickly to fast-moving vehicles, node failures, and other drastic changes in
network topology) and the amateur systems (in which the topology is
extremely stable and there is not much concern for automatic selection of
alternate routes)

DESIGNING A PACKET RADIO SYSTEM FOR LIBRARY
AUTOMATION

The task of designing a packet radio network for a library automation
application involves two basic questions: (!) What is the tiest way to share
and manage a broadcast channel? (2) How should data be routed in a
packet radio network large enough to require repeaters? A number of
technical issues must be addressed in answering these questions. These
issues arc discussed briefly below.

Physical Characteristics of a Packet Radio Network

The first major issue involves choosing the right blend of transmis-
sion frequent les, trans: .ter power, modulation techniques, and antenna
configurations for a given situation.

Frequencies
iinless one is transmitting at less than one-tenth of a watt, the broad-

cast frequencies must be allocated and licensed by the FCC. Virtually all
packet radio systems operate at high frequencies which require line-of-
s,glit transmission. The propagation characteristics of the frequency used
w II determine the cost of the transceivers The frequency allocations will
clewrmine system bandwidth (capacity).

Modulation Techniques
This area encompasses two issues. The first is the method used to

en«xle digital data into an analog signal so that it can ie transmitted over a
radio channel This function is gen,r Illy performed by a modem of some
sort. It is important here to choose an encoding scheme that minimizes
mt-rference and maximizes bandwidth use. Some possible methods are

frequency ,hift keying (FSK), in which a slight variation in frequency
indicates whether a bit is a "0" ::r a "I"
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), in whic h wavelengths at chf-
feient phases represent different combinations of bits; and
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puIce code modulation (PCM), where binary digits are conveyed as the
preence of absence of a pulse.

The second issue involves the method used toencode the analog signal
into an analog carrier (the bt--_Iadcast channel). Possible methods include
frequent y modulation (FM), amplitude modulation (AM), and frequency
modulation using a single sideband (FM/SSB).

An alternative that involves both of these issues would be to use spread
spectrum techniques which are very resistant to interference. Because
interference tends to occur sporadicallyeither in short bursts, or centered
around a frequencyspread spectrum acts to spread the data as widely as
possible in order to minimize the amount of data destroyed by these bursts.
Spread spectrum techniques can be applied either just before the digital
signal is converted to analog, or as an extra input when the signal is
encoded into the radio channel.

At the digital-to-analog stage, spread spectrum can be applied by
incorporating pseudo-noise into the digita; signal. Pseudo-noise is a
stream of bits generated by a random number generator. For every bit of
data to be transmitted, the encoding device will intermix a certain number
of random bits into the data stream. The device receiving the data would
use the same random number algprithm and the same starting point,
allowing it to separate the actual data from the random bits. Spreading the
data out in this manner reduces the probability that short bursts of interfer-
ence will destroy data.'

At the analog-to-radio-carrier stage, spread spectrum can be applied
by switching very rapidly among a number of different broadcast frequen-
t les (called frequency hopping), with each frequency selected at random.
Spreading the data across a broad spectrum of frequencies reduces the
dance that interference on a specific frequency will destroy data.

While spread spectrum is ideal for library packet radio because of its
great resistance to interference, the cost may be too high, and there are
complex problems of synchronization between the stations that must be
resolved. FCC licensing may also be a problem with spread spectrum
modulation, although the FCC has recently indicated that it may deregu-
late the use of spread spectrum techniques.8

Trari sm Mei Power
Transmitter power will determine the geographic area that the system

an c over reliably, and the relationship between transmitter power,
antenna configuration, «ist of the transmitter, and the sensitivity (and
hence the cost) of the receivers In addition to propagation in open atmo-
sphere. one must ousidei the ability of the radio signal to penetrate into
buildings
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Antenna Configurations
Se le( non and configuration of antennas will depend upon the appli-

cation. For indoor applications, long-wire antennas could possibly be run
along the ceilings and up elevator shafts for the base station, and simple
polarized antennas could be used on the terminal radios. For very short
distances, infrared light is an interesting possibility. For interbuilding
communications, a vet tical nondirectional antenna might be used for the
base station, with a vertically polarized yagi antenna of short length for the
terminal cluster node station.

PROTOCOLS FOR A SHARED BROADCAST CHANNEL

The usual protocols for managing a shared broadcast channel are
either some variant of ALOHA standard or slotted), or Carrier Sense
Multiple Access/Collision Detection (CSMA/CD).9

In standard ALOHA, transmission is done at any time, and the
rec elver sends an acknowledgment to the sender for each packet it receives.
The sender detects problems if, after a given time interval, it has not
received an ac knowledgment from the receiver. The sender then delays for
a random interval and retransmits. In slotted ALOHA, transmissions may
only begin at the beginning of a time interval or "slot"; errors are detected
in the same manner as in standard ALOHA. (This has implications for
packet 1.2ngth size distributions if it is to make effective use of thechannel.)

In the CSMA CD protocol, the transmitter first listens to the channel
to see if it is in use, and also listens while it is transmi.ting to detect
collisions In a network with repeaters (i c., where every terminal cannot
heat every other terminal), attempts to listen for collisions can be danger-
ous A source node may be unable to hear a co!lision occurring at a
destination node, or may "hear" a collision locally that the destination
node cannot hear There is also a problem, but a less serious one, in sensing
if the c hannel is busy There ar_ a variety of proposals to resolve this such as
transmitting a busy tone at higher power than standard data transmission,
but they are all fairly complex. Another variant is straight CSMA, where
the transmute' tests the c hatinc 1 to see if it is clear, but does not listen while
it is nanstnitting With CSMA, collisions are detected only when the
IT«'1VCI" does not a( knowledge a pack('

Simpl, ALOHA may be sufficient fo, terminal-to-base-,,tation trans-
mission ,, given the low data rates for this c ..annel "Mere are well-known
analyses of all of 'hew protocols in cases where the data rate is symmetric,
but the extent to whit h asymmetric lata rates affec t these analyses is not
(unch cleat
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Routing and Repeaters

A pac Let hullo num or ith no repeater s, In \s h1( h a node c an dire tly

onamunuate ith (ler% other node, is c ailed a broadcast network
In a full broadcast network, the network lex el protocol is fan ly stmt'
sms c. there is no Issue of routing snnple t of transmission car.,es the
message to be routed to any node that wishes to re«Ive It.

Routing is only an issue If the network is large enough to require
repeat( Networks that require repeaters for end-to-end c ommunu ;mons
are called "senubroadcast networks In semthroadcast pat ket radio net-
works, touung algorithms will bc net essary in order to control the repeat-
ing of pat Lets A basic issue m routing is the c hou e between the virtual
irc uit Juin oat h or the datagram approac h

In the mural c twirl approach, once a route between sender and
re«lx er has been established (by one of several different methods), that
route is used for the duration of the transmission. The packets are sent and
re( riled in order The ulna' c ircuit approach has the advantage of being
all( lent Once a route has been located, but It can also be time-consuming to
identify and I Ind another route if the established route is interrupted by, for
trample. an equipment failure Virtual -c tic uit-type routing methods that
selec I a wide path rather than a single set of repeaters can alleviate this, but
sue h methods are drill( ult to Implement

In the datagram approach, each packet is onsudered an individual
entity and pat Lets 111,1 trawl in the network independently of the other
pm Lets m us data stream Datagram methods frequently involve broad-
casting packets throughou; much of the network, rather than along a
spec rfu route, so that s tine pa: Lets will arrive at their destination via
100/n(1E11)0W !MU'S, and the same pat Let will often be broadcast a number
of nmes File datagram approach allows packets to be received out of
sequence, and of leis mote fiemlnlay and adantivnv than the vatual Int
approm h How ex«, datagram routing methods can he fairly Ineffu lent

e requiring a great deal of system bandwidth to tope with the increased
amount Of traffic

Routing in Net% large sennbroadcast nen %oils seems to be an mu insr-
c diffic tilt problem, Intl remains an ac me area for reseal( h

IN I l'(.1t I IN(. A PALM. RADIO NI; IWORK WI III "I I II. BACK-
BON} NVI WORK

l'ac Let radio is pinnank a lox al technology \t the Unnersity of
( Alio, ma, for example, we arty rewing it as a means of pro% uhng cess to

ilia mime cat dog in cei lain campus buildings, or th 'haps on an entire
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campus Fhereloic, it must be tied to a more naditional long-haul back-
bone networkat DI .A, the network linking the campuses across the state
to the DIA computer center in Berkeley. The nature of this in terconne( -

non is somewhat dependent on the architec ture of the long-haul network
in question, and this se( non is oriented toward DLA's long-haul TCP 'IP-
based packet wit( lung network described in reference 1, although maw, of
the same considerations arise in connecting packet radio networks to any
long-haul network

1 he simplest means of integrating a pac ket radio network with a
long haul network is to keep the existence of the packet radio network
hi,Iden from the long-haul network by simply plugging the packet radio
nem (nk into the RS-232 interfaces on a terminal access controller (TAC),
and having the packet lath° network appear to the long-haul network as a
group of RI mmals. While conceptually s mple, this approach creates a
mass of wiling and extra hardware at the TAC, since data from the
terminals will have to be de-packetized and fed into the RS-232 interfaces,
only to he re-pac kenzed by the TAC Also, it does not allow many of the
sophistu ated routing features that would be available if it were treated as a
local-area network and became a formal part of the Internet. Finally, it
means that all users of the packet radio network must appear to the
long-haul network as terminals, even when they are using computers,
pre :tilting compute' -to- compute' ( ommunn anon.

A se( and approac h would still treat the packet radio network as an
"ins 'slide" m tworki e , not pal t of the Internet It involves building a
spec interface into the TAC to order to eliminate the extra cabling
and RS-232 multi( cs, and perhaps allowing the TAG to support terminals
Mat appeal to be passing data dirough an X 25 pa( ket assembler/disas-
semble' (PAD) Flits ( an in many way s be viewed as a more elegant version
of the hist method.

The final approa( h is to treat the pa( ket radio network as an a( mil
network in the Internet This is the most complex but also by far the moil
flemble apploa( h It ins (dyes two tasks. Fist, a gateway must be put in
place bet w ern ea( h packet radio network and the nearest in terfa« message
pnx esson (1N1P) Building su( gateways is not trivial, as they implement a
substantial amount of logu and protocol to

1 he we ind ( onsidemtion in treating,' pa( ket radio network as a nue
nem k ises in the end-to-end protocols that must 1w used. In order to
gateway to the Internet, the packet radio network must run standard
Depai uncut of Defense Intel net Protocol (IP) above wha tem net work-
les el protocol It uses In addition, the higher-level protocols that are
Linde' sus )d on an en' to-end basis throughout the network (normally
I (:P and 1 1 I.NET) must be used on top of IP. The implication here's
that cutlet a pa( ket ladio TAC must be developed (pnwiding TCP and
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Lti foi pa( ket radio ( hunts) or ea( h pat ket radio must elle( tively
fun( (ion as a "host" on the network, implementing TCP IP itself It
might be possible to take both approa( hes. a TAG or terminal server for
simple tel ssrth the option that intelligent hosts, such as personal
wmputei s, on the pa( ket radio netwoi k could run TCP IP themselves and
«mmmn ate (hie( WI h the gateway, allowing them to talk to hosts that
are not on the 1o( al pa( ket radio netwoik. Some argument c Add be made
for in«nporating the pa( ket radio IAG !nto the base st toon, possib'ty by
ino(lik mg a ,,tandard TAG

NO Tt I his paper is a retapitulation of an arm It In Echs in Browner[ c Information
Tee hnology and Libraries 3(Sept 1981) 229-41
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National Oc,atuo and Atmospheric Admna, admit

Narrowband Teleconferencing

In the search to find new sry i«.s to offer, new roles to) fill, nets f1111( lions to
pdonn, and new needs to) address, libraries are also sensmye to the
value-added oppm too ales What Inn tam es arc taken must be done with
the smallest possible mo rerun; of 0;11)10 my este(' 01 opei ming budget
One sot h oppoitun It% existsnail owband tele« inlet nu mg N ar, outhand
1(1(1 s pt nnat to elec nom( impulses writ over a tw isted wit of wppet
w nesthe familial telephone s' stein, tele'onferencmr refers to simul-
taneous minimum anon of two 01 mote pat ties using some elec nom, 01
tadio xa%e tot in of signal transport

Most people think of teletonferenc mg as the full-color, full-motion
interaction on the "Mc Neil-Lehrer Report" or similar broadcast (broad-
band) television programs. The cost associated or the complex production
tec hmqr., required are not considered at all. If one does investigate
broadband telemnferenc mg, the cost and complexity are so overwhelming
as to c hill any latent enthu ile iasm for the result It is not so muc h Chat people
don t want to tele«inferem e; but, unless they are part of large corporations
whit h have adopted It Into t he corporate culture and use it by management
hat, they have had little opportunity to try it, much less budget for it.

Enter the people's universitythe library. This institution has assets
represmting significant Investments already in place whu h are prerequi-
sites to tele( onferenonggroups tele( onferencing with groupsnot
metely one individual per site speaking into a handset. Public libraries are
(ludic ;tied to serving all the public and are organized into systems, meaning
that normal business c haunch of communication are well defined, they
frequently host programs of public Interest, have parking and restroom
fat dines, and are usually located along public transportation arterials or
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major highways Support functions such as online literature searching
and business n feren'e services are in place. If these services are well used,
tneir clientele represent an obvious market for teleconferencing. It is a
service which the business journals hate hyped but which few small
businesses have attempted to integrate into their daily routine due to the
perceived high up-front costs. In addition to conferences, a strong second-
an role for teleconferencing is teleteaching which permits professionals
and small businesses to take training without the accompany ing high cost
of travel. Libraries always have had a strong if understated role in adult
education. Teleteaching is a logical extension of this historic role

Since campus networks are already in place (the most noteworthy
being under the auspices of Educom) the focus of this paper is on public
libraries as sites for teleconferencing. Special libraries will follow the lead
of their corporate or institutional structures. A curious exception to that
pattern occurred in the late seventies when the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion sponsored eight education-oriented telecommunications projects.
One of these, Talinet featured the use of slow scan television and facsimile
to demonstrate the efficiency of delivering sophisticated reference services
to five remote public libraries in the Rocky Mountain Regionbeing
impacted by the energy boom. Other libraries in the network included
twelve federal scientific/technical libraries and a group of libraries in
Maine headed by the state library. That network calla! Talimaine still
operates. The lessons learned in this landmark experiment sponsored by
the University of Denver Graduate School of Library and Information
Managmient and the Federal Library Committee are documented in a
wiles Of reports available from ERIC Although sharing information
resoun es rather than teleconferem ing per se was the goal of the experi-
ment, the organuational protocols, the budgeting, the need for more
standardued equipment, and the difficulties of mu Ititype institutions
attempting to cooperate across regional boundaries are all fat tors to be
dealt with today as they were then

-Two promising development, have occurred in the hardware used
during the Talinet expel iment. The most important breakthrough in slow
sc an teley ision is the development for the Defense Department of highly
compressed video whit h allows a moving image to be transmitted over a
telephone line, a tuna( le created with microprocessors whit h code the
plc lure so that It can be sent in el« t!:in streams and reassembled at the
destination This tee hnology, whit h is also referred to a, the 56 Kilobyte -

per- second Transmission, has reawakened interest in the Picturephone of
the mid-sixtics, whit h required more than one hundred telephone lines to
reate a pit tine, making the invention imprac tical excclit in rare c ire u m-

stances Wid«ri, Inc , Campbell, California, has announced a VTC-56
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desktop coder de«xler called t he PVS Personal Videoconferencing Sta-
tion In troduc ed in 1985 for $17,500, it consists of a desktop console with
speaker, color camera, two color monitc. s, a copy stand in color graphic
transmission, and a keyboard 'drawing pad to control the system.

Although the highly compressed "video-phone" service is not yet in
mass production, it, like cellular radio, was only a dream a few years ago. It
promises to revolutionize the way people communicate much like the
personal computer and the work processor have revolutionized office
work.

Along with t ompressed video has arrived another adaptation of this
tec hniquethe store-and-forward option in facsimile devices. Since 1978
the cost of sub-minute fax has dropped 50 percent and the hardware has
become increasingly sophisticated in its options. Store-and-forward is
particularly useful to libraries because items requested on interlibrary loan
can be stored into the fax during the day and set to be transmitted at night
when the telephon? rates are lowest. This means that storingc an be done in
a hatch mode by inexpensive personnel and forwarded automatically. The
re( eiving machine tends itself. Most machines also print out the cost of the
transmission as well for better budget control.

The slow scan hardware, in short, is due for a big change. The only
question is how :ast will the change occur and when should a library
«mtemplate purchasing or lea.:pig such equipment It is similar to the
dilemma of when to jump into the microcomputer market. It is important
to recognize that the skills organizationally and individually to use either
technology once acquired do not become obsolete Nor is it possible to
a«juire these skills off-the-shelf or by intravenous injection. It takes work!
Using teleconferenc e hardware, while not so diffic ult as mastering a micro-
( does take effort and dedication because there are many factors in
sii«ess almost outside of the control of the individual site. It is not very
different from using audiovisual equipment and dealing with those well-
know n gremlins

For those ( onvin«11 that telemnferencing is a service for their library
to offer, the conventional wisdom is to recommend a market survey The
underly ing assumption here is that the target population understands and
recognizes instantly the prodti( t or service being surveyed In teleconfer-
um mg this is a rash assumption, unless the library is prepared to offer
full-motion, two-wy, interac nye video The profile of narrowband tele-
«mferencing has been %ry low, ilmost out of sight. For this reason the
keynote is to start small and have the ratien« to allow the service to evolve.
I low then does one pro«Td a) set up the service in a tentative yet positive
wa N "? rhe least (ApelISIN e and the most familiar route is to it ,tall a speaker
phoneon which will sit in the middle of the table in the staff meeting
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mom The Miran duck tor should begin using it for short staff meetings
with other hill at tans in the NN stem How is it possible to sell a sent( e done
is not an enthusiastic user? A speaker phone of this type c an be rented for
less than $25 per month and (hies n require an acoustically modified
twin

If the audio onferenc es are useful and at «pted into the normal course
of Waal% business, the next step is to add a visual dimension with
facsimilepreferably sub-minute fax. These machines are now available
for as little as $100 per month and c an serve a variety of library support
functions as well as to bac k up audio telecord'erem ing On a metropolitan
telephone exchange, faxed messages are usually cheaper than surface
courier or the U S mail Fax allows for less formally prepared messages
forms printed with felt-tip pen rather than typed, for example.

The machines themselves have logging devices and printouts The
speaker phone and fax machine together provide a powerful organiza-
tional tool for the entire library system and for interfacing with other
systems Planning can proceed in a natural manner in a series of short
timely meetings as opposed to having people he away for hours or whole

s from their normal duty stations for such meetings.
If this simple form of teleconferencing woi ks well as an administrative

deice for the library, it is possible then to make it available to patron
groups on a fee ba as It is not recommended that more spec ialized de ices
stic h as slow s; an TV or Telewriter CRTs or stylus writers be installed
unless there is sufficient volume of clientele to justify these additions.
Morro% er, these are rapidl changing technologies that have not rem hed
their maturitY or potential Leasing is probaolv the best course of at non
ry en for fax equipment

Another adium t to audio telemnferem ing :hat c an be had very reli-
,11)1% :1 low cost is the video letter wally taping a meeting on color
ideo tape at all sites, then sending the tapes is overnight mail This

technique both Vein forces the meeting while it is ,,t111 fresh on the minds of
the panic taints, tends to keep people more alert during the meeting, and
art lines the meeting. I he units with the built-in tee order playbat k and
monitor all in one are admirable for .oleo- letter usage as they transport
easily and are .en easy to operate Fhe video letter simulates broadband
tapabihty at a hat non of the cost.

In short, it is possible to test the administrative adantages of telewn-
fere:icing in a library setting with minimal cost In fat t, sonv soft toss
saviAg may at tualh a« rue through better use of staff time and more
protium% e time spent in meetings 1 elettinferent ing has an important
side diet tif a meeting is not well 1 lammed and well t im, it becomes
appaient immediatel to the pain( pants Fot this reason it is best to have

1UI
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short but well-nlanned meetings with handouts prepared m advance but
also a\ allable for faxing It is desn able to have someone ready to exit the
meeting to obtain do( uments hen the need for such arises during the
meeting It is not recommended that the expense of slow scan or «rm-
pressed ideo he undertaken until all of t he advantages of audio tele( on fer-
em mg bat ked up In fax are fully understood, used and endorsed by the

staff Then the will be in a position to promote the sersuc
There is a glow mg both of hulature on teleconferencing Re«im-

mended hist leading includes

I ext

Rohm t johamen Teleconfercruing and Bey9nd. Communu a-
bons in the Office of the Future McGraw -Hill, 1981, 185p

New siring s
Tel«.ims Teleconferencing Newsletter, Center for Intractne

Pograms, University of WisconsinExtension, Madison, Wis-
consin, monthly. Circa 16 pages per issue Note. C.I.P. also
sponsors sexeral conference-, and workshop per year on
telewn ferencing.

Telescan,The Digest of the Center for Learning and Telecom-
munication 5krnmern an Association for Higher Eth,c.iition,
Washington, D C. 131-monthly. Circa 12 pages per issue.

One of the most experienced installers of teleconference equipment
outs,de of AT&T is Pierce- Phelps Company of PhiliAelphia which has

tual mcy kup teleconference rooms ()unmet_ with the latest off-the-shelf
equipment "I hey stoc k the Mizar, a system of roue -a( mated, computer-
driven video cameras and monitors, sin h that the speaker c an view both
himself and the speaker(s) at the emote sites This system, however, still
regimes broadband transmission, but would adapt to narrowband «n-
pession techniques It is very expensne as well

One final notetelewnfereru mg an be a low budget, high payoff
adium t to the library both Col in-house use as well as nation use It
bring groups into the library that previously made «in to( t It <an open new
edir.ational opportunities for both library staff and patrons Best of all, it
phi( es the library on the thresh hold of a new era of long di stan« «nnin um-
(anon, pc! sonal netwoking, and gup podin tivitv One of these days,
w hen the 'deo-phone is a ( ost-effet e reality, lanai ies w ill w mule! how
the CM did WIth011t it



DEBORAH K. CONRAD
Automation Consultant

Lim On Trail Libraries Ss stem

Establishing a Data Communications
Network: A Case Study

This paper is a description of the Lincoln Trail Libraries System (LTLS)
Data Communic ations Network which was developed without the support
of our computer system vendor by nontechnIcaily oriented librarians. In
order to explain some of the determining factors which resulted in the
development of the Lincoln Trail automated circulation/online catalog
system and the decision to develop our own telecommunications network
without the support of the computer vendor, this paper will begin with a
description of Lincoln Trail, its membership and a very brief overview of
the history of r he automation project.

Lincoln Trail is one of the eighteen library systems that serve libraries
in the state of Illinois. It is a cooperative library agency which encompasses
a nine-county region in east central Illinois. This re' ion is 5,902.5 square
miles in area and has a population of 439,108 people. The population
density is 71 pep.ons per square mile, compared to 205 per square mile
statewide Six of Lincoln Trail's nine counties have population densities
below 48 persons per square mile. Its membership «msists of forty-seven
public libraries, five academic libraries, twenty-four school libraries and
twenty -five spec ail labr nrs. )f the forty-seven public library members,

on IN 6 pen ent sense poptnat;ons over 25,000 Thirty-nine public libraries
(87 pen cm ) are loc ated in «immunities with under 10,000 residents, and 83
pen( rut of the librar ws are in «immunities with fewer than 5,000 residents
I hit Ix -him ph lu 11 brat es hay e an annual tax inwme under 530,000 Due
to the lac t that the majority of the public , ademic and school libraries are
kicated in low population density ,,teas, their property tax bases are
In unt( d Piojwity tax levies are the funding sonn e for ihese libraries "I he
tesult is 111.1 these libmiles' expenditures are geared toward nadmonal
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hbrat S and program, 'Therefore, it has been the role of Lincoln
'hail to support the establishment of innovatne library services and to
assist the libraries in .naximriing their use of funds.

One of the ptimary responsibilities of any of the Illinois library
sN. stems is the processing of interlibrary loan requests both l i thin their
individual boundaries and between sy sterns. In order to meet that responsi-
bilit Lincoln Frail developed an in-house collection of books in order to
fill the majority of interlibrary loan requests generated by member librar-
ies I loweNer, it would be impossible to maintain a large enough collection
to fill all the requests from this collie lion Therefore a union card catalog
was established at the system headquarters This union catalog was com-
posed of card set'. submitted by member libraries when they acquired new
titles in their (olle( nons. All libraries were to notify system headquarters
staff when titles were withdrawn from their collections Interlibrary loan
requests that could not be filled from the Lincoln Trail collection were
then se.inhed in the union ( and catalog and touted to the holding library.

oln Trail established a delnery system to mule requests and interli-
luarN mate, ials.

In 1976, .1 survey was conducted to determine the use of the Lin( oln
Trail ( ollection and the completeness of the union catalog This study
showed that of the total collection, 65 percent had never been used, 19
per( ent had been used once, 8 percent had been used twice, and only 10
pet «int had been used more than its lie. At the same time it was discovered
that 20 percent of the interlibrary loan requests had not been filled within
live weeks of submitting the request A major problem in routing requests
was the inability to &RI min acula non status The study revealed that
the system libraries weir not keeping up with updating the union ( a talog
IA( k of .0 (ess to the union c a talog by both the libraries and their patrcins
sae, also a hindtal,ce

Based on these results, it was de( ided to examine alternative methcxls
lot imptoN. mg min library loan set u e In 1977, following a repot t qthmit-
ted bN. committee of the I anwln Trail Board of Dire( tors, it was der ided
to repl.0 the union card catalog with an automated atalog illation
SN SWIn and to invite member libraries to input then holdings and use the
«impute' to re( »d and process their ( trc Illation transactions. Ian( oln
1 rail would then haN. e ( latent amaate data about the h br aril's' wile( non s
and would be able to tome requests for on -she If items Member s would also
be able to search the SN SUM fol LIII(0111 "hail holdings In response to

AnwIn 1 rail's invitation to panic pate in the «imputer database, seven
public libtancs and one academic library agreed to :titer their (Alec non s
into the database and use the «imputer system fot (iu (dation Excluding
the (Alec nous of the University of Illinois and Eastem Illinois UniNersitN.,
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these libraries represented 62 percent of the titles held in Lincoln Trail.
The largest library has an annual circulation of I million items, an income
over $1 million, a ,ollection of over 200,000 items and a staff of twenty-
four librarians The smallest library has an annual circulation of 21,118
items, an annual income of $15,258, a collection of 20,000 items, and a staff
of one !ibrat ian It was out intent to use this very diverse selection of eight
libraries as a demonstration to tie other system members that automation
could be an effic lent alternative to traditional circulatior .nethods for any

pe or sue library In order to do that, it was necessary to ensure that the
costs of automation be kept at as low a leve! as possible. This was particu-
larly important because of the limited funds available to our members.

The three cost factors identified as having the greatest impact on
panic II_ ating libraries were equipment maintenance, retrospectiy e conver-
sion and data communications. The maintenance charges for the central
site were divided among the online libraries based on their previous year's
cut ulation. Lincoln Trail underwrote their share of the maintenance until
they had completed their retrospective conversion. Each library would be
responsible for their individual terminal maintenance. Lincoln Trail pro-
vided a subsidy to the libraries based on titles input which helped defray
seine of the retrospec tive conversion costs. During this Initial phase it was
assumed the computer vendor would provide the technical expertise to
minimize communications costs.

Following the selection of the c omputer system, the project coordina-
tor requested the assistance of the vendor in evaluating the equipment
requirements for the eight libraries and received an estimate on the number
of terminals needed by each library. Th.:. proposal stated that each terminal
would require a separate telephone circuit and included a recommenda-
tion that Lint hi Trail contac t the telephol e company to get pric e quotes
foi line charges. While the central computer equipment was being
installed, the p:ojec t director called the loc al telephone company to obtain
approximate costs for telephone lines to each of the eight libraries. The
<net-age cast was $3504500 per month per library. It was felt that this
would be unac «vtable to the majority of the libraries and posed a serious
threat to the success of the project. The telephone company offered the
assistance of an Illinois Bell marketing representative Following several
meetings, the telephone company presented three possible telephone line
configulations These configurations were all based on multidrop lines
with several libraries sharing a single long line circuit to which they would
be mine( led with mm h shorter tail c uc tins The costs were considerably
less than the original price estimate for a single line for each terminal
«nine( ted to the cential compute! I Ising the information obtained from
the telephone «inipany, the project «iordiniiun contacted the computer
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vendor. Th. vendor responded that neither the hardware nor the roftware
were capable of supporting multidrop communication. Since the Lincoln
Trail staff had no previous experience with data communications or
computers, the information provided by the vendor v, 'as accepted witnout
questions. Only two libraries au t of the eight had the financial resources to
absorb the estimated telephone costs. Since the riginal purpose foi the
installation of the computer was the development of an online union
catalog, the participation of only two libraries was totally insufficient.

At , w point when it was felt there were no alternatives, we received the
aid of our largest academic library, the University of Illinois. At the came
time that Lincoln Trail was beginning its automation project, the Univer-
sity of Illinois was implementing the Library Computer System (LCS) at
both the Urbana campus and the two Chie2go campuses. It had already
been decided to expand LCS to include other academic libraries in Illinois.
They were faced with even greater telecommunications charges than Lin-
coln Trail since that computer system was to be based in Chicago and
participating libraries were located thr 'ughout the state. Therefore, the
Lincoln Trail computer coordinator contacted the University Computer
Services offices and requested information on how the data communica-
tion netwoi k for LCS was being planned. In response, we received infor-
mation about telephone service which could be ordered through the State
of Illinois. The state .had contracted with Illinois Bell for a data circuit
service called TELPAK, a service which provided discounted line charges.
Any telephone line less than ninety miles long was a flat $90 per month.
The furthest library was just under ninety miles from Lincoln Trail
headquarters. It was decided to order all the telephone circuits with the
exception of those located in Champaign and Urbana through T1' i-PAK.
The $90 per month charge was within the budget limits acceptable to the
1 'bra' ies.

Terminal equipment was then ordered from the computer vendor.
The terminals whit h were ordered were to be used for data entry. Non( of
the eight libraries had been OCLC users and the funds for contracting with
a retroconversion service were not available. This meant each library
would be required to manually key in all the bibliographic data contained
on their shelllist cards Realising that under the best of cncumstances this
would be time-consuming and Waal -inten5ive, the initial equipment spec-
ifications were for terminals operating at a minimum of 1200 baud or 120
characters per second in order to provide sufficiently rapid response time.
After plat ing the first equipment order, Lincoln Trail was informed that
the main computer and modem. we,e incapable of a rate faster than 30
haracrers per second. Not having any alternatives, the timetable for data

entry was rem& to allow more time The telephone lines were ordered to
support 300 baud, two -wire service.
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Before the terminals were installed, the vendor notified Lincoln Trail
of a new ce .anunications device which had been added to their product
lineeight-channel multiplexers. The multiplexers would enable a
libra.-y to operate a maximum of eight terminals using one telephone line,
all at thirty characters per second. Although the purchase price and
monthly maintenance charge were high, two libraries decided to purchase
the multiplexers in order to decrease telephone line costs.

Following the installation of the terminals and multiplexers a series
of events took place that were critical to the decision to discontinue relying
on the computer vendor for data communications needs. Six months after
the terminals were in place, an analysis was conducted to compare the
actual rate of data entry with the rate that had been projected. Even after
making allowances foi the slower transmission speed, Inc. actual rate -vas
much too slow. This was accounted for in two waysterminal failure and
central processing unit (CPU) downtime. The CPU downtime was
resolved by having a complete set of spare parts placed at Lincoln Trail.
The terminal downtime was a more difficult problem. When a terminal
failed, the unit was shipped to the computer vendor. Instead of the unit
being replaced immediately with an equivalent terminal, the library had to
wait for the original terminal to be repaired and returned. This proce. s
could take up to four weeks during which time data entry was curtailed or
discontinued, depending on how many terminals were still in place.
Although Lincoln Trail felt that this was an unacceptable situation,
maintenance was being paid to the computer vendor and there was no
known alternative method of repairing the equipment.

Shortly after the analysis was conducted, the multiplexers began to
fail. Again, when the unit failed it had to be shipped back to the vendor for
repair. This was a serious problem because without the multiplexer, none
of the library's terminals were operable. The multiplexers were located in
two of the largest libraries with many titles to input. The project coordina-
tor requested a copy of the operating manual in an attempt to do some
on-site troubleshooting. This IN as not successful because no one on staff
was familiar with data :ommunications protocols and the equipment had
[teen modified, making the manual inaccurate.

Another factor which resulted in the decision to develop our own
net .vork was the formation of an Illinois consortium of higher education
institutions. Its purpose was to negotiate discounted Pm- II types of
computer equipment and suppli . As an affiliate of 2tsity of
Illinois, Lincot . Trail was able to become a member of t ,rtium and
we began to or +pare consortium prices with those charged by the vendor .

The difference was significant.
Finally, the vendor announced hat the computer hardware could he

upgraded to support 120 characters per second transmission. This necessi-

to
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tated the upgrade or replacement of terminals and multiplexers. It was
decided to proceed with upgrading the central computer and to evaluate
alternative sources for terminals and multiplexers.

By doing some cost comparisons it was determined that the terminals
purchased from the computer vendor were five times the discounted price
available through the consortia. Taking into account the purchase of a
parr of modems, the consortium price was still 50 percent less. It was
estimated that twelve months of vendor maintenance totaled the entire
replacement price of a new terminal purchased through the consortium
and that difference would become more dramatic over time, since the
vendor's maintenance charges increased 10 percent annually. It was
decided to discontinue purchasing simple keyboard display terminals
from the vendor, discontinue vendor-supplied maintenance, and upgrade
all the terminals transmission speeds. The libraries would pay Lincoln
Trail a much reduced maintenance charge which would be used to pur-
chase spare equipment. It was also decided to return the multiplexers for a
credit on the central site maintenance and replace them with units that
could be repaired locally.

As was stated previously, there was no one on staff with prior data
communications experience. Therefore it was decded to purchase exactly
the same type of terminal as that marketed by the vendor since it was
known they interfaced with the computer. In addition, these terminals
could be repaired locally at reasonable cost. Journal articles that reviewed
and compared multiplexers were obtained and, based on these reviews and
recommendations from the university's computer services office, a was
decided to purchase units manufactured by a local company. These units
were inexpensive and could be easily upgraded to accommodate more
terminals without requiring total replacement of the multiplexers. The
manufacturer was willing to perform on-site maintenance and provide
replacement units if necessary.

The first step was to upgrade all the telephone lines to allow faster
transmission rates. We then replaced all the terminal, which could .iot
operate at a faster speed. In order to upgrade the terminals that could
operate at a faster speed, the modems were replaced. Although this was an
expensive undertaking, money would be saved on maintenance charges
and data entry rates increased.

It was at this stage that the first major problem was encountered. Prior
to this, terminal equipment supplied by the computer vendor had been
Installed by their service personnel. The principles of installi rg terminals
were understood by the staff, but not the actual method of installation.
Since the computer and modems all required RS-232 connectors, this
meant Lincoln Trail staff now had to know what wires on the data cable
were soldered to what pins of the RS-232 connector. The pin assignments
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varied with the terminal model The vendor terminal, had been modified
so that they required nonstandard pin assignments The terminals con-
nec ted to the multiplexers required still another pin setting. The off-the-
shelf terminals required a third arrangenin . Since the principles of
RS-232 were not understood, the logic for why some pins were used in
certain settings was not understood. In a trial-and-error method, several
terminals were installed. However, it was extremely time-consuming and
frustrating for both the libraries waiting to have the terminals installed
and the staff trying to install the equipment. If the equipmer did not work
at installation, the staff hod no way of knowing if it was the terminal, the
modem or the telephone line. Multiplexers caused ev-2n greater confusion.
The problem was solved by the project coordinator t;ho Installed one
terminal in each type of situation, trying different pin assignments until
one worked. A chart was then made which outlined the color wire that
needed to be soldered to each pin for different types of ,2rminals. Altho.igh
the wire colors have no real function in establishing the communications
connection, It was a simple rmEans for the staff members to remember how
to Install a terminal.

There is another kind of connection that needs to be made before the
communications link is complete. The cable that carries the incoming and
outgoing data between the modem and the telephone line need:, to be
properly attached to the telephone Interface device. Each data circuit
consists of four wirestwo for incoming data and two for outgoing data.
Typically, the telephone interface consists of a small box at which point
the four wires terminate. Each wire is color coded and is wrapped around a
screw in the interface box. Each screw has a symbol next to It which
indu a tes the color wire from the modem's data cable that needs to be placed
on top of the inmming telephone wire. Supposedly, if the person instal-
ling the terminal correctly matches up the colored wires 'he connection is
made. This connection needs to be made at both the terminal site and the
central computer. Unfortunately it was nit that simple.

There are four different telephone companies in Lin,oln Trail's nine-

county ar' a Each of the four telephone companies uses a different type of
termination box although the principles are the same for all four types.
Two of these companies provide service to areas that ale primarily rural
and therefore have had very little experience installing data circuits. This
resulted in servicemen from the telephone companies being unfamiliar
with the proper installation of the termination box theiefore making the
color coding unreliable This complicated the situation for the Lincoln
-nail support -raft responsible for Installing the equipment and slowed
down the installation process.

Rather than waste time trying to bring logic to an Illogical situation,
the wort t coordinator «mtac tee' the multiplexer manufacturer. The mul-
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tiplexer manufacturing representative recommended the purchase of a
telephone handset with test leads in place of the standard cord. The leads
could be held up to a pair of termination screws and if there was a tone from
the computer it could be heard over the telephone. Then the LTLS staff
member would then know what wires from the modem to connect to what
terminating screws.

Based on this success, we began to rely less on guesswork and more on
the advice of local vendors. Also, on recommendations from local business
and representatives from the University of Illinois, we began to develop a
supply ,of professional tools with which to install the equipment and
troubleshoot equipment failure. We stopped soldering connections and
bought a terminal installation kit which allowed the Lincoln Trail staff to
perform the installation quickly and be assured of better connections. The
soldering procedure had involved two staff members and frequently the
connections were not solid. We began to buy data cable in 500-foot rt-.:!:.:
which was sold to the libraries on a per -foot basis when they had equip-
ment to be installed. One library purchased a printing terminal which they

anted to have connected to the central computer. This required an
entirely different pin configuration than any of the previous terminals.
After contacting the vendor who sold us the terminal installation equip-
ment, we leased a breakout box for an afternoon. The breakout box told us
exac tly what pins need to be connected and the terminal was opera,ing in
less than two hours. As the staff 'pent more time working with the equip-
ment, they began to want more information about the basics of data
communications. The mu!,iplexer manufacture' sent a service representa-
tive to give a presentation on the 'uasics of telephone service and trouble-
shooting tele, ane problems :n addition, two videocassettes which
explained the basics of RS-232 and the operations of a breakout box were
leased Staff members were then able to read and understand the equipment
manuals before installation and decide how they needed to be configurea.

As we became more sccessful in installing and maintaining data
wmmumcations equipment, the network became more sophisticated. We
now have many different brands of video terminals and printing terminals
in our libraries The c'ance of terminal depends on the application and
availability of lot al servic?. With the divestiture of AT&T we became
concerned about the stability of TELPAK, and began recommending that
all libraries with more than one terminal consider the purchase of a
multiplexer We now have multiplexers ranging in sue from sixteen-port
units to two-port units The largest libraries recover the costs for the
multiplexers ir ten months while the two port units mac h the break-even
point in fifteen months. We ar: currently installing microcomputers in
smaller me,,tber libraries. The nucro«nnputers will be used to record
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circulation transactions on a floppy disk win( h will be downloaded via a
WATS line on a daily basis.

TAephone and equipment costs have dropped over the past two years.
In 1981 telephone costs were $1270 per month to support twenty-eight
terminals. In 1984 telephone costs ar "' -1 per month to support eighty
terminals. With the exception of lases 3l anner terminals and lightpen
terminals, all equipment is maintained locally All malfunctioning equip-
ment is replaced or repaired within twenty-four hours.

There are still two outstanding problems- -i.e., dealing with local
telephone companies and setting up a consistent procedui e for each type of
equipment in the field. Of the two, the telephone service has been the
longest-lasting problem. As stated earlier, there are four telephone com-
panies in our area. Because all of the service originates in Champaign, the
telephone service is ordered through Illinois Bell. Until 1 January 1984,
whenever there was a problem with a telephone circuit we had to call
Illinois Bell. Then the Illinois Bell staff had to contact the local company
where the library was located and work with their staff in correcting the
problem. One telephone line was our of serice for five days while Illinois
Bell and the local company tried to determine the problem. Finally an
Illinois Bell representative traveled to the local company switching center
and discovered the problemthe circuit had been disconnected. It was
back in service five minutes after the problem was discovered. Of seven data
circuits installed in 1983, five were installed incorrectly and required at
least one return visit before the problem was resolved. Since January 1984
we have faced even more confusion. For some circuits we call Illinois Bell,
for others we call AT&T. When we contact AT&T with a problem, they are
sometimes slow about contacting the local telephone company to dispatch
servicer ten. The second largest library was without telephone service for
three days bet ause the local telephone company dispatched only one
repairman where two are required to thoroughly test a line. When he could
not find a problem the a« ount was closed even though the problem was
not resolved It required three more calls before two sen ..men were
dispatc hed. Again, they found the problem in less than thirty minutes and
the library could begin using the system immediately afterward In
response to thts, we have been pure basing more soph isticatc d multiplexers
and modems that have greater testing capability. Vith this equipment we
i an perform a number of tests t Lin oln Trail beEtre calling the telephone
company resulting in faster response from the telephone company.

Be( ails(' there is su h a wide range of equipment in the field, both local
library staff members and Lincoln Trail staff members were experien,ing
trouble spotting pi oblems simple enough to he repaired etcher at the
libi al y of at Lincoln Trail. In respon,e to this, we are now completing a
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checklist specifically lot each brand of terminal and multiplexer used at
Lincoln Trail. Each library will receive a copy of the checklists for the
equipment whic h they own. These checklists outline steps they can per-
form to try to col rec t the problem. Lincoln Trail will have a different
chec klist consisting of steps to take after the hbrary staff has tried to resolve
the problem It is hoped that this will be a simple, consistent method of
determining causes for equipment failure, thereby enabling us to resolve
the problem in a timely fashion.

Although the network has expanded o.er the past three years and
member libraries have saved money on telecommunications, equipment
and maintenance, we do not feel that we have the perfect solution. Over the
next year we will be investigating more sophisticated methods of eliminat-
ing or reducing data communications charges. Some methods that are
being considered include shared lines with other state or local agencies,
more elle( tive use of dial access for smaller libraries and cascading multi-
plexers It is very likely that we will have to sacrifice some response time for
lowered costs, but if TELPAK is discontinued this will be our only choice.

If someone were to ask me if the original deti:;:on to forego vendor
support of our equipment and data communications needs was the( orrect
dec ision, I would have to reply that it was very appropriate for us at that
time First, there was an operations staff responsible for maintaining and
running the computer. It was a logical extension of their job descriptions
to inc lude equipment installation and maintenance. This meant it did not
require hiring additional staff. Second, because member libraries are small
and have limited funding, it was absolutely essential that costs be kept at a
minimum By taking advantage of price discounts from local vendors and
state pun haling plans, we were able to ensure that libraries could afford to
automate. By having equipment maintained and repaired locally, mainte-
Ilan( e costs were kept at a minimum and equipment downtime eliminated.
Bee ause we were not 'united to the vendor's product line, we were able to
buy more flexible, powerful data communications equipment that was
suitable to a wide range of libraries. Finally, although Lincoln Trail staff
members did not have sophisticated technical backgrounds, we were able
to locate people in the area who did have the knowledge we required. At
that time tile staff of the «nputel vendor did not have the skills we needed
A maw' disadvantage was the amount of time we spent obtaining the
expertise to maintain the network. The end result Iv seen a computer
s} stem that will be used by twenty -three libral les within the next year
almost 25 percent of our members It has become a viable option for all
0,pcs and sues of libraries and has allow rd all of them to «msidel automa-
tion in then future
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